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ABSTRACT
Chapter 1: Pore fluid pressure plays an important role in the frictional strength and
stability of tectonic faults. We report on laboratory measurements of porosity changes
associated with transient increases in shear velocity during frictional sliding within
simulated fine-grained quartz fault gouge (d50=127 µm). Experiments were conducted in
a novel true-triaxial pressure vessel using the double-direct shear geometry. Shearing
velocity step tests were used to measure a dilatancy coefficient (ε = ∆φ/∆ln(v), where φ is
porosity and v is shear velocity) under a range of conditions: background shearing rate of
1 µm/s with steps to 3, 10, 30, and 100 µm/s at effective normal stresses from 0.8 to 20
MPa. We find that the dilatancy coefficient ranges from 4.7x10-5 to 3.0x10-4 and that it
does not vary with effective normal stress. We use our measurements to model transient
pore fluid depressurization in response to dilation resulting from step changes in shearing
velocity. Dilatant hardening requires undrained response with the transition from drained
to undrained loading indexed by the ratio of the rate of porosity change to the rate of
drained fluid loss. Undrained loading is favored for high slip rates on low-permeability
thick faults with low critical slip distances. Although experimental conditions indicate
negligible depressurization due to relatively high system permeability, model results
indicate that under feasible, but end-member conditions, shear-induced dilation of fault
zones could reduce pore pressures, or correspondingly increase effective normal stresses,
by several 10’s of MPa. Our results show that transient increases in shearing rate cause
fault zone dilation. Such dilation would tend to arrest nucleation of unstable slip. Pore
fluid depressurization would exacerbate this effect and could be a significant factor in
generation of slow earthquakes, non-volcanic tremors, and related phenomena.
Chapter 2: We use numerical simulations to investigate how fault zone dilatancy and
pore fluid decompression influence shear strength behavior in the context of rate and
state friction constitutive laws. Dilatant hardening can change the friction response and
the effective critical stiffness, Kcr, which delineates the transition from stable to unstable
sliding in an ultimately velocity weakening fault zone. We study the frictional shear
strength response to velocity step tests and show that in cases where the duration of pore
fluid decompression is long compared to the time necessary for friction to evolve (as
dictated by the rate-and-state-dependant friction law) both the critical slip distance (DC)
and the direct effect (A) are effectively increased. We vary the permeability of the fault
zone (k), the dilatancy coefficient (ε), and the magnitude of the shearing velocity of the
fault zone (vlp), and also compare results using both the Aging and Slip laws for the
evolution of the state variable. We show that over the range from k=10-14 m2 to 10-21 m2
DC is effectively increased from 25 µm to ~ 1 cm , and A is increased from 0.15 MPa to
over 4 MPa. We also vary ε from 10-5 – 10-3, and the size of the velocity step from 3 to
1000x and find large increases in the effective values of DC and A, which may lead to
inhibition of unstable, stick-slip sliding.
Chapter 3: We describe laboratory experiments on dilatancy and friction constitutive
properties of granular fault zones.
We focus in particular on the dilatancy
coefficient ε defined in the context of rate/state friction theory by the change in porosity
∆φ resulting from a perturbation in shearing velocity ∆v: ε= ∆φ/∆ln(v). Velocity stepping
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experiments were conducted in the double-direct shear geometry on a range of materials
including quartz sand, illite shale, Westerly Granite, ocean drilling core (ODP 1173-71x),
and samples from the San Andreas Fault (SAFOD Phase III). Tests were conducted dry,
at room temperature and humidity, at normal stresses σ, from 5 to 30 MPa and slip
velocities of 3 to 300 µm/s. Experiments on quartz sand explored the influence of
particle size on ε. We find a strong positive correlation between initial grain-size and ε at
σ = 5 MPa but the correlation disappears at higher normal stress, consistent with grain
comminution. For Westerly Granite ε varies from 2.0x10-4 at 5 MPa to 1.2x10-4 at 30
MPa, while for illite shale and the ODP sample, ε is ~ 1.4x10-4 under the same
conditions. The SAFOD shale showed the highest value for ε at all normal stresses,
varying from 5.5x10-4 at 5 MPa to 2.9x10-4 at 30 MPa. Our experiments show that
dilation correlates strongly with mean grain-size when σ is 10 MPa or less, suggesting
that immature fault gouge may exhibit greater dilation than mature fault gouge that has
undergone significant comminution.
Our experiments also show that mineral
composition of the gouge may play an important role in fault zone dilatancy, in particular
the SAFOD shales exhibit strong dilatancy which may be a factor in explaining the stable
sliding typical of the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault.
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I TRODUCTIO
The purpose of this thesis is to further the comprehension of the nature of
frictional fault zone dilatancy during increases in slip speed, and to investigate the
potential for such dilatancy to influence the nucleation of earthquakes.

On first

inspection this project may seem like an incredibly abstract investigation, however with a
little bit of background information I hope that the importance of the analyses contained
herein will be more clear. The early part of this introduction will be spent building a
framework of understanding, presuming that the reader has little prior knowledge of the
geosciences, in an effort that a person should be able to pick up this thesis and if not be
able to follow the detailed analyses contained, at least come away with a basic
understanding of the significance of the research.
Foremost among the components of the scaffolding necessary to understand the
importance of fault zone dilation is to acknowledge that earthquakes are a manifestation
of the frictional interaction between tectonic plates. The theory of Plate Tectonics tells us
that the surface crust of the Earth is somewhat analogous to the rind on an orange that has
been broken up into roughly a dozen pieces, or “plates”. As these plates travel around on
the Earth’s surface they interact with one another along three types of boundary:
1) Divergent – Meaning that the plates move apart from one another and that as
they do so magma oozes to the surface, creating new crustal material. This
process results in the mid-ocean mountain chains visible on many world maps.
2) Convergent – Where plates move towards one another, one eventually being
pushed, or subducted, underneath of the other. As the subducted plate sinks
deeper into the Earth’s interior, it melts, the magma formed rising back to the
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Earth’s surface forming volcanic chains, such as Indonesia, Japan, or the
Cascade volcanoes of the Pacific Northwest.
3) Transform – In this case plates slide laterally against one another. Of the
more famous examples of this type of boundary are the San Andreas Fault in
California, and the North Anatolian Fault in Turkey.
Both Convergent and Transform boundaries are capable of hosting earthquakes as the
tectonic plates involved rub frictionally past one another.

Frictional sliding alone,

however, cannot explain the occurrence of earthquakes, as sliding can be of either a
stable or an unstable nature. Most frictional processes that come readily to mind, such as
using a whetstone to sharpen a knife, or sliding a book across a tabletop, are examples of
stable sliding, in which shear stress builds up between the two objects (whetstone & knife
or book & tabletop) until some critical value is reached, at which point the objects slide
past one another at a constant rate. Other frictional processes, such as the sliding of a
bow across the strings of a violin, or the screech of chalk on a blackboard, are examples
of unstable sliding, often called stick-slip sliding. In the example of a bow on a violin
string, a well rosined bow will “stick” to the violin string as pressure is applied and the
bow is drawn across the string. As shear stress builds up between the bow and the string,
the string is deflected and stretched, once a critical value of shear stress is reached the
string accelerates and “slips” past the bow. As the string relaxes back to its original
shape the shear stress between the bow and the string is reduced below the critical value
and its slip comes to a halt. The process repeats itself and the periodic stick-slip vibration
of the violin string is expressed as the music we hear.

Like the friction between

whetstone and knife or violin bow and string, the frictional sliding between tectonic
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plates can be either stable or unstable in nature. It is the unstable type of sliding between,
or within, plates that generates earthquakes. The importance of this thesis is to better
understand one of the processes that can determine whether the sliding between tectonic
plates is likely to be stable or unstable in nature.
The shear strength (τ) of a frictional contact, be it whetstone against knife, violin
bow against string, or tectonic plate against tectonic plate can be described by the simple
equation,

τ = µσ ,

(1)

where σ is the stress perpendicular to the frictional contact surface (normal stress), and µ
is the coefficient of friction. In simple terms this equation describes how hard one would
have to push in order to slide a book across a table top as a function of how heavy it is;
the heavier the book the harder one would have to push, likewise the higher the
coefficient of friction between the book and the table the harder one would have to push.
This description of shear strength has no real bearing on whether frictional sliding will be
stable or unstable, whereas how the coefficient of friction, µ, varies in response to
changes in sliding velocity (like those during an earthquake) is of major importance in
such a determination.

The rate- and state-dependent friction law as developed by

Dieterich [1978,1979,1981] and Ruina [1983] describes the evolution of frictional
strength between two objects (tectonic plates) from one steady-state to another as a
function of a change in shearing velocity (rate) and time (state). The simple schematic
shown below (Intro Figure 1) shows the frictional response to an increase in sliding
velocity, which can be described by the equation,
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v
 v0θ
 + b ln 
 v0 
 DC

µ = µ0 + a ln 


,


(2)

where µ0 is the initial coefficient of friction at the initially slow sliding velocity (v0).
Upon an increase in sliding velocity to v, the coefficient of friction instantaneously
increases by an amount controlled by the experimentally determined “direct effect” a,
and the size of the increase in velocity. The coefficient of friction then decays over a
characteristic slip weakening distance, DC, to a new steady-state value controlled again
by the size of the velocity step, and the “evolution effect”, b. The rate of decay is
controlled by the state variable, θ which is often interpreted as the average age of a set of
frictional contacts. This schematic representation of frictional evolution in response to an
increase in sliding velocity shows an example where the evolution effect, b, is larger than
the direct effect, a, resulting in a reduction in the coefficient of friction at higher sliding
velocities. This is one necessary condition of stick-slip sliding. The other necessary
condition has to deal with the stiffness of the loading system. In the analogy of the bow
and violin string, the critical nature of the stiffness of the loading system is evident. In
this case the loading system is the elasticity of the violin strings, if the strings are wound
extremely tightly then drawing the bow over them will not result in any sound, but there
is a critical level of tautness, beneath which the strings will make music. In terms of the
rate and state friction law, this critical stiffness (Kcr) can be described by the equation,
K cr = σ

(b − a ) ,
DC

(3)

which is simply the reduction in shear stress seen as a result of the increase in sliding
velocity divided by the critical slip distance. It is clear from this simple equation that
degree of weakening a velocity step causes and the length scale over which that
4

Intro Figure 1 – Schematic representation of frictional evolution in response to an
increase in sliding velocity. DC is the distance over which friction evolves from one
steady-state value to another in response to an increase in sliding velocity from v0 to v. a
and b are empirically derived scaling coefficients that control the magnitude of the
instantaneous increase and subsequent decay in friction in response to the change in
sliding velocity. This is a so-called “velocity weakening” case in which an increase in
sliding velocity results in a decrease in the steady-state frictional strength.
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weakening occurs are of vital importance in determining the critical stiffness of the
loading system beneath which unstable stick-slip sliding is possible.
This thesis however is not a treatise on the rate- and state-dependent friction law,
but rather an examination of fault zone dilatancy and its interrelationship with frictional
evolution. As such an important correlation between friction and dilatancy was described
by Segall and Rice [1995] based on experiments conducted by Marone et al. [1990],
wherein the change in porosity (∆φ) of a fault zone filled with granular wear material
(gouge) can be described by the equation,

vθ 
∆φ = −ε ln  0  ,
 DC 

(4)

Where ε is an experimentally determined parameter, similar to a and b, that along with
the size of the increase in velocity, scales the magnitude of the porosity change, which
evolves approximately over the same sliding distance, DC, as friction (Intro Figure 2).
The importance of dilatancy comes into clarity when one considers that even at very
shallow depths, and particularly at the depths earthquakes take place, fault zones are
saturated with fluid, and the pressure of this fluid (P) is of particular importance in
determining the strength of the fault zone.

Equation (1) can be more completely

represented as

τ = µ (σ − P ) .

(5)

In this case, not only is the shear strength of a fault zone dependent on the normal stress,
and the coefficient of friction, but also on the pore pressure exerted by the fluid. This is
analogous to the ease with which a puck floats across an air-hockey table, if the flow of
air is reduced the puck will not slide as readily across the table. It is easy to visualize that
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Intro Figure 2 – Schematic representation of fault zone dilation in response to an
increase in sliding velocity. Porosity evolves from one steady-state to another over the
sliding distance DC by an amount controlled by the magnitude of the increase in sliding
velocity from v0 to v, and the scaling coefficient ε.
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if the evolution of friction plays an important role in determining whether sliding will be
stable or unstable, equation (5) shows that any contemporaneous evolution of pore
pressure will also play a significant roll in such a determination. The importance of
dilatancy, and therefore of the research conducted in the preparation of this thesis, is in
determining how pore pressure will evolve as a result of changes in sliding velocity. As
the fault zone dilates, pore space is created, if fluid flow into or within the fault zone is
restricted, the pore fluid will decompress leading to a reduction pore pressure, and by
equation (5) an increase in shear strength.

If the permeability of a fault zone is

sufficiently low the decompression of pore fluid will decay over time as external pore
fluid slowly diffuses into the fault zone, and the internal pore pressure will eventually
return to its original level.

The importance of this is that, ultimately the velocity

dependence of shear strength is controlled by the velocity dependence of friction, and not
by any ability of dilatancy to control pore pressure. Insofar as fluid diffusion into the
fault zone is a time-dependent process, the length scale over which shear strength evolves
in a low permeability (quasi-undrained) fault zone will be extended over that of a drained
fault zone. In short, velocity increases in a quasi-undrained fault zone will lead to
increased peak shear strength, and a functional increase in the slip-weaking distance, DC,
but will finally result in the same steady-state shear strength as compared to a drained
fault zone (Intro Figure 3). Equation (3) shows us that an increase in the slip-weakening
distance, from DC to DC’, as shown in Intro Figure 3, results in decreased critical
stiffness. When the loading system has stiffness greater than Kcr, it is impossible for
stick-slip sliding to occur; therefore a quasi-undrained fault zone will be less likely to
slide unstably than would a drained fault zone. The importance of this thesis therefore
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Intro Figure 3 – Schematic representation of the effective increase in shear strength and
slip-weakening distance of a quasi-undrained fault zone over a drained fault zone.
Ultimate steady-state shear strength is not influenced by dilatancy induced pore fluid
decompression, though the effective increase of DC to DC’ will result in decreased Kcr.
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lies in providing detailed experimental measurements of the variability of the dilatancy
coefficient, ε, over a wide range of normal stresses, grain-sizes, and material types,
because it is this parameter that controls both the rate of dilation and the magnitude of
dilation, and therefore the potential for pore fluid decompression. We also provide
numerical estimations of the capability of fault zone dilatancy to effectively increase the
rate and state friction parameters, which in turn results in a decrease in Kcr, limiting the
capability of a fault zone to host unstable stick-slip sliding.
In Chapter 1 we investigate the normal stress dependence of the dilatancy
coefficient, ε, in fine-grained quartz sand by conducting velocity stepping experiments in
a newly designed true-triaxial pressure vessel. Experiments were conducted over the
normal stress range 0.8-30 MPa, using 3- to 100-fold increases in sliding velocity. All
experiments were conducted saturated with pore pressures between 0.4 and 4 MPa. We
analyze dilation by measuring both the physical dilation of the gouge layer, and also the
volume of water influxed into the gouge layer in order to maintain constant pore pressure,
and find excellent fidelity between these methods of determining the magnitude of
dilatancy. This chapter has been submitted, and accepted, for publication by the Journal
of Geophysical Research.
In Chapter 2 we conduct a numerical investigation of the influence of
permeability, shearing velocity, and dilatancy coefficient on the magnitude of dilatancy
hardening that can be expected as a result of step increases in velocity. We develop a set
of differential equations based on the rate- and state-dependent friction law, Segall and
Rice’s [1995] formulation for porosity evolution, and Darcy’s Law, that allow us to solve
for the evolution of shear strength resulting from increased sliding velocity, allowing us
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to investigate effective changes in the direct effect, evolution effect, and the critical slip
distance. We invert the results of this numerical modeling, in a method similar to that
used to estimate the friction constitutive parameters for experimental data, in order to
ascertain the degree to which dilatancy hardening in a quasi-undrained dilatant fault zone
can lead effective changes in friction constitutive parameters. Such increases in turn lead
to a reduction in the critical stiffness, which if significant, may lead to the inhibition of
the nucleation of unstable slip. This chapter will be submitted to the Journal of
Geophysical Research for publication.
Finally Chapter 3 focuses on the measurement of ε and includes a broad analysis
of the variability of ε as a function of normal stress, grain-size, and gouge composition.
Velocity stepping experiments were conducted in the double-direct shear geometry in a
biaxial load frame, at room temperature and humidity. Normal stress was varied from 5
to 30 MPa, and velocity increases varied from 3- to 100-fold. In order to investigate the
grain-size dependency of ε, we tested four separate quartz sands with median grain-size
varying from 338 µm down to 96 µm. To determine the dependency of ε on the
composition of the gouge layer we conducted experiments on powdered gouges of
Westerly Granite, illite shale, a clay-rich marine mud from the Nankai Trough, and two
samples of cuttings from the SAFOD Phase-III drilling near the 10,480’ fault zone. This
chapter will be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research for publication.
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1.0 ABSTRACT
Pore fluid pressure plays an important role in the frictional strength and stability
of tectonic faults. We report on laboratory measurements of porosity changes associated
with transient increases in shear velocity during frictional sliding within simulated finegrained quartz fault gouge (d50=127 µm). Experiments were conducted in a novel truetriaxial pressure vessel using the double-direct shear geometry. Shearing velocity step
tests were used to measure a dilatancy coefficient (ε = ∆φ/∆ln(v), where φ is porosity and
v is shear velocity) under a range of conditions: background shearing rate of 1 µm/s with
steps to 3, 10, 30, and 100 µm/s at effective normal stresses from 0.8 to 20 MPa. We find
that the dilatancy coefficient ranges from 4.7x10-5 to 3.0x10-4 and that it does not vary
systematically with effective normal stress. We use our measurements to model transient
pore fluid depressurization in response to dilation resulting from step changes in shearing
velocity. Dilatant hardening requires undrained response with the transition from drained
to undrained loading indexed by the ratio of the rate of porosity change to the rate of
drained fluid loss. Undrained loading is favored for high slip rates on low-permeability
thick faults with low critical slip distances. Although experimental conditions indicate
negligible depressurization due to relatively high system permeability, model results
indicate that under feasible, but end-member conditions, shear-induced dilation of fault
zones could reduce pore pressures, or correspondingly increase effective normal stresses,
by several 10’s of MPa. Our results show that transient increases in shearing rate cause
fault zone dilation. Such dilation would tend to arrest nucleation of unstable slip. Pore
fluid depressurization would exacerbate this effect and could be a significant factor in
generation of slow earthquakes, non-volcanic tremors, and related phenomena.
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1.1 I TRODUCTIO
Pore fluids play an important role in faulting via their effect on frictional strength
and rock-fluid interactions. Of particular interest in recent studies is the interplay of fault
zone dilation and compaction and the role that thermal pressurization may play in the
nucleation of earthquake slip [Rice and Rudnicki, 1979; Rudnicki and Chen, 1988;
Rudnicki and Hsu, 1988; Marone et al. 1990; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Segall and
Rice, 1995; Sleep, 1995; Moore and Iverson, 2002; Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Hillers
and Miller, 2006; Rice, 2006; Rudnicki and Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006; Bizzarri
and Cocco, 2006a,b; Hillers and Miller, 2007; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008; Mitchell and
Faulkner, 2008; Perfettini and Ampuero, 2008; Rubin, 2008; Savage and Langbein,
2008; Song and Renner, 2008]. These processes can change the effective normal stresses
on a fault zone [Hubbert and Rubey, 1959] while tectonic stresses remain unchanged.
The relationship between tectonic and effective normal stresses is defined as

σ ' = σ * − PP

(1)

where σ’ is the effective normal stress, σ* is the tectonic normal stress, and PP is the pore
fluid pressure. Reductions in PP increase effective normal stress while increases in PP
reduce effective normal stress.

Considering a simple Coulomb model for frictional

strength

τ = C + µσ '

(2)

where τ is shear strength, C is cohesion, and µ is the coefficient of internal friction, it is
clear that the shear failure strength is dependent on PP.
Pore fluids are thus thought to play an important role in stick-slip instability and
earthquake rupture [e.g., Bridgman, 1936; Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Scholz, 2002]. We
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attempt here to quantify the effects of transients in effective normal stress in the context
of rate- and state-dependent friction laws [Dieterich, 1979, 1981; Ruina, 1983]
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which describe the evolution of frictional strength as a function of sliding velocity, slip
history (state). In Equation (3), µ is the coefficient of friction, µo is a reference friction
value defined at a reference sliding velocity v0, v is sliding velocity, DC is a critical slip
distance (associated with changes in porosity and/or renewal of asperity contact
junctions) and θ is a state variable, which is proportional to the average lifespan of
asperity contacts and evolves with time and slip according to one of the evolution laws
[Dieterich, 1978, 1979, 1981; Ruina, 1983]. The parameters a and b are scaling factors
that determine whether friction is velocity weakening (a-b < 0) or velocity strengthening
(a-b > 0) and are often measured using velocity step tests as shown schematically in
Figure 1. In a velocity step test, a gouge layer is sheared until friction has reached a
steady-state and then the driving velocity is increased (or decreased) instantaneously
(Figure 1). This increase in sliding velocity elicits an increase in the frictional resistance
by an amount controlled by the so-called “direct effect”, a, and the size of the velocity
step. Friction then decays over a critical slip distance, DC, to a new background value
determined by the size of the velocity step and the “evolution effect”, b.
The rate- and state-dependent friction law can be written in terms of effective
normal stresses as
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Figure 1 – Idealized frictional response. For a step increase in loading velocity, friction
increases by a*ln(v/v0) and then decays over a characteristic sliding distance (DC) by an
amount b*ln(v/v0) to a new steady-state value. (a-b) > 0 implies a velocity strengthening
material. (a-b) < 0 (as in the schematic) is a velocity weakening material. Note that
schematic shows only frictional behavior, without elastic interaction.
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(4)

where ∆PP is a transient fluctuation in pore fluid pressure. For fault zone dilation and
decompression of pore fluid, the quantity ∆PP is negative and would act to increase shear
strength via the increase in effective normal stress.
A necessary condition for a negative value of ∆PP that could lead to dilatant
hardening is that the rate of fluid decompression exceeds the rate of pore fluid influx, i.e.
pore space is created faster than it is pressurized with pore fluid. This phenomenon has
been invoked as a possible mechanism of seismic quiescence [e.g., Scholz, 1988] as it
would have the effect of inhibiting unstable slip along a fault by allowing the slip surface
to frictionally strengthen in response to shear induced dilation.
Changes in porosity, ∆φ, associated with changes in sliding velocity have been
shown to evolve over approximately the same slip distance, DC, as frictional contacts in
the rate and state friction law [Marone et al., 1990]. Thus porosity may evolve as

vθ 
∆φ = −ε ln  0  ,
 DC 

(5)

where ε is a scaling coefficient for the magnitude of dilation in response to a velocity step
of any given size [Segall and Rice, 1995]. Several recent works have shown that fault
zone dilation coupled with permeability, hydraulic properties of the fault zone, and shear
heating are expected to have a significant influence on earthquake nucleation and
dynamic weakening [Rice, 2006; Rudnicki and Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006;
Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006a,b; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008]. While much work has been
done relating to dilatancy in rocks and granular materials [e.g. Teufel, 1981; Bolton,
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1986; Morrow and Byerlee, 1989; Marone et al., 1990], few laboratory observations of
the dilatancy parameter are available.
The purpose of this paper is to report measurements of this dilatancy coefficient,

ε, for granular fault gouge and explore its variability and effect on pore pressure for a
range of conditions. We focus in particular on fluid saturated faults of finite layer
perpendicular permeability and consider the role of transients in slip rate and/or stress.
Much like sudden increases in fluid pressure might initiate slip on a fault surface, sudden
decreases in fluid pressure associated with dilational decompression may play a role in
inhibiting slip. We show that such decompression of pore fluids can be both sudden and
significant.

1.2 EXPERIME TAL METHOD
1.2.1 Experimental Technique
Our experiments were conducted in a newly developed true-triaxial pressure
vessel, that extends the capabilities of the biaxial apparatus commonly used for friction
measurements in our laboratory [e.g. Mair and Marone, 1999; Karner and Marone, 2001;
Frye and Marone, 2002a; Anthony and Marone, 2005; Ikari et al., 2007; Savage and
Marone, 2007; Johnson et al., 2008; *iemeijer et al., 2008; Rathbun et al., 2008;
Samuelson et al., 2008]. A more thorough description of the true-triaxial apparatus
follows in an appendix to this manuscript, but we will focus here on the specific
conditions used for these experiments.
As with a conventional double-direct shear friction experiment, normal stress is
applied to the simulated gouge zone via a horizontally-oriented hydraulic ram (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 – Sketch of the biaxial deformation apparatus including triaxial pressure vessel.
For the double-direct shear configuration, 3 steel blocks sandwich 2 granular layers. The
horizontal ram applies normal load to the layers, while the vertical ram drives the center
block down to create shear load. The pressure vessel rests inside the biaxial apparatus
and loads are applied via pistons that enter through dynamic seals.
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Normal stress on the layers (5.7 cm x 5.4 cm nominal contact area) is maintained
constant in load-feedback servo control (Figure 3). Shear stress is then applied by
driving the vertically oriented hydraulic ram down, pushing the center forcing block
through the granular layers in either load or displacement feedback mode. Both normal
and shear loads were measured by load cells at a load point external to the pressure vessel
with a precision of 0.1 kN. Displacement of the horizontal and vertical hydraulic rams
were measured exterior to the pressure vessel using displacement transducers with 0.1
µm precision.
Experiments were run under drained-saturated conditions using a constant pore
pressure boundary condition. De-ionized water pore fluid was evenly distributed over the
gouge layer using internal plumbing in the forcing blocks, and porous metal frits (Figure
3). Fluid pressures were monitored remote from the sample using pressure transducers
with 0.007 MPa resolution.

Load and displacement were measured external to the

pressure vessel and recorded continuously at 10 kHz and sampled at rates from 1 to 10
Hz.

Normal and shear stresses were resolved from the measured applied loads by

dividing by the contact area of the forcing block in the case of normal stress, and twice
the contact area in the case of shear stress [e.g., Mair and Marone, 1999; Karner and
Marone, 2001, Frye and Marone, 2002a; Frye and Marone, 2002b; Mair et al. 2002;
Anthony and Marone, 2005, Samuelson et al., 2008].
Gouge layers were composed of F110, a high-purity ( > 99% quartz), fine-grained
sand purchased from the U.S. Silica company; 95% of the grains are in the range 53-212
µm and the mean grain size is 127 µm. We independently determined the permeability of
F110 subject to loads equal to those used in our study to be ~10-13 m2, by constant head
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Figure 3 – A) Schematic of the forcing blocks and plumbing arrangement for pore fluid
access. Gray ridged pieces at edges of forcing blocks (black) are sintered stainless steel
fluid distribution frits. Pressure or flow rate boundary conditions can be applied on either
side of the layer. B) Fluid isolation system used in these experiments. From innermost to
outermost the jacketing is a 3.2 mm thick latex rubber sheet, followed by 2 0.9 mm thick
rubber sleeves, and finally 2 dip molded rubber jackets, sealed against the forcing blocks
via an o-ring and steel wire. Also shown is a brass manifold that is placed under the
rubber jacketing and over the forcing blocks around the gouge layer, to prevent PC from
pressing the jacketing into the layer. As shown here the thickness of the gouge layer (H)
is as measured horizontally, and likewise ∆H is measured as changes in this horizontal
thickness.
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permeability test in a uniaxial load frame [e.g. Saffer and McKiernan, 2005]. Gouge
layers were constructed using a specially designed leveling jig to an initial thickness of 4
mm. Layer thickness was measured under applied normal load using calipers, prior to
application of confining pressure while the pressure vessel door was open.
In the case of these experiments the forcing blocks are jacketed using a latex
rubber assembly (Figure 3b) in order to isolate confining pressure (PC) from pore fluid
pressure (PP).

The jacketing consisted of two dip molded latex rubber jackets

approximately 1.5 mm thick manufactured by Piercan USA Inc. in San Marcos California
(Figure 3b). The jacketing procedure involved, first, a 3.2 mm thick latex rubber sheet
around the bottom of the sample blocks, which prevented the jackets from being cut
when the side forcing blocks were pressed against the support blocks beneath them
(Figure 3a). This sheet was then wrapped with two 2.375” diameter latex rubber sleeves
0.9 mm thick, which minimized jacket perforation from sample void space and the
porous metal frits, each of which may come into contact with the jacket during shearing
and offset. A final layer of protection, before the latex jackets are stretched over the
sample assembly, was a thin brass cowling that rested on top of the side blocks, butting
up against the center block and covering the top and sides of the layer edges to further
prevent the jacket from being pushed into the layer by application of confining pressure.
This successful jacketing and sealing system was developed through an extensive set of
tests. From subsequent suites of experiments we know that our sealing-success rate is
nearly 90% and that the jackets have very little influence on the overall measured
strength of the sample.
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1.2.2 Experimental Procedure
Experiments were conducted at effective normal stresses between 0.8 and 30
MPa. Individual experiments started with a high effective normal stress segment and
then continued at a lower effective normal stress (30-20, 15-10, and 6-2 MPa), except in
the case of the 0.8 MPa experiment, which was conducted using a single effective normal
stress (Table 1). Data collected at 30 MPa were unusable, thus 20 MPa is the highest
effective stress for which data are presented here. Effective normal stress (σ’) was
determined by the applied normal stress (σ*), a fraction of the confining pressure (PC)
equal to the ratio of the piston contact area (44-mm diameter) to the layer area, and the
measured pore pressure (PP):

σ ' = σ * + 0.506 PC − PP .

(6)

Confining pressure was set to 4.5, 2.5, and 1.5 MPa respectively in the 30-20, 15-10, 6-2
MPa experiments, while PP was set at 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0 MPa. The 0.8 MPa experiment
used PC = 0.5 MPa and PP = 0.4 MPa. Only the applied normal stress (σ*) was varied to
change the effective normal stress.
Each experiment consisted of an initial shear loading phase at 10 µm/s both to
compress the rubber and to reach steady-state frictional sliding (Figure 4). After the
initial run-in portion of the experiment the background loading rate was reduced to 1
µm/s and we conducted a series of velocity stepping experiments wherein the sliding
velocity was stepped from 1 to 3 and back to 1 µm/s followed by steps to 10, 30, and 100
µm/s (Figure 4).
Jacket stretching and rubber compression are removed via calibrations conducted
by loading a sample with a solid block beneath the center block. In this configuration,
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Experiment
#
p1459
p1460
p1449
p1272
p1450
p1373
p1374

σ'
(MPa)
30,20
30,20
15,10
15
6,2
6,2
0.8

Steady-State
Layer Thickness
(µm)
3924.3
3906.6
3472.5
3942.9
3986.0
3820.1
3978.7

Avg. (a-b)
n/a, -6.7e-4
n/a, -9.2e-4
-4.9e-4, -8.6e-4
-1.4e-3
-3.1e-4, n/a
n/a, n/a
+

Table 1 – Experiment details. Effective normal stresses include the order (high then low)
in an experiment. The steady-state layer thickness was used to normalize dilation values
to obtain ∆φ. Average values of the friction rate parameter (a-b) are reported where data
were available. Those data unavailable are represented by "n/a", except p1374 which,
though noisy, was clearly positive.
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Figure 4 – Representative curve showing frictional strength and layer thickness vs. shear
displacement. Friction has been corrected for apparatus stiffness, piston-seal friction, and
jacket stretch. Experiments typically began with a high effective normal stress segment
followed by a lower stress segment (Table 1). Vertical line between 6000 and 7000 µm
represents a change from σ’ of 15 MPa to 10 MPa. An initial run-in at 10 µm/s was used
to approach steady-state friction (~ 1500 µm). After this, velocity step tests (boxed
region) were conducted at each effective normal stress. Layers thin with displacement
due to direct-shear geometry. Close inspection of the layer thickness shows dilation
concurrent with the frictional response to velocity step tests.
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layer shear cannot occur and we measure only rubber compression and the loading
stiffness of the experimental sample. We have removed these effects from the data
reported here. This correction results in the removal of several millimeters of
displacement due to rubber compression, leaving only shear displacement at the
boundaries of the gouge layer.

1.3 EXPERIME TAL OBSERVATIO S
Rate and state friction laws predict that a step increase in loading velocity should
produce an instantaneous increase in the frictional strength that decays over a critical slip
distance, DC [Dieterich, 1979, 1981]. Our measurements confirm this behavior (Figure 4,
5a). Although many of our experiments show a slight work hardening trend of increasing
frictional strength with shear, friction was nearly constant over the 500-700 micron
displacement range of any given velocity step. This is not a dilatancy hardening effect,
which would be a function of reduced internal pore pressure in the sheared layer.
In addition to frictional behavior, we measure changes in layer thickness directly,
via the DCDT mounted external to the pressure vessel, and also using pore volume
changes derived from the influxed fluid volume necessary to maintain constant pore
pressure. Each of these measurements show that a step increase in loading velocity
produces a simultaneous dilation of the gouge layer, which evolves over a finite slip
distance.

Figure 5a shows a direct comparison between the two types of dilation

measurements with the black line representing actual dilation (measured from the DCDT
on the horizontal ram outside of the pressure vessel) of the gouge layer and the dark gray
line representing the equivalent layer dilation (based on the measured volume of water
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Figure 5 – A) Enlargement of velocity step test (Figure 4) showing frictional response
(upper curve) and accompanying layer dilation as measured by layer expansion (black)
and influx of pore fluid (gray). Equivalent dilation is measured by dividing the volume
of influxed water by the frictional contact area. Comparison of the two dilation curves
shows fidelity of measurements, and synchronicity indicates that dilatancy hardening is
negligible. B) Raw layer thickness data for the same segment shown in A. Dotted line
shows linear trend that we remove before analyzing dilation and comparing with fluid
dilation, as in A.
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injected into the layer in order to maintain constant pore fluid pressure). Differences
between the two measurements of dilation are discussed more fully below.

Our

experiments were conducted at constant applied normal stress and constant applied pore
pressure (as measured remote from the layer), therefore any change in pore volume due
to dilation or compaction caused an equivalent volume of water to be injected into or
withdrawn from the layer, respectively. We define “equivalent dilation” as the volume of
fluid injected into the layer as a result of the creation of new pore space during dilation,
normalized by the contact area of the side forcing blocks, which does not change during
shear.
We measured the friction rate parameter (a-b = ;µ/;lnV) in addition to properties
of dynamic layer dilation (Figure 5). We measure a-b after net shear displacements of >
3 mm and observe generally negative values of a-b although the values are near zero and
positive in a few cases (Table 1).

1.3.1 Mechanical Response
Segall and Rice [1995] used laboratory data from Marone et al. [1990] to show
that the change in porosity resulting from a change in sliding velocity can be described in
the context of rate and state friction using equation (5). At steady-state the state variable
can be described as θ = v/DC where v is the sliding velocity after the velocity step,
allowing equation (5) to be rewritten as

v
∆φss = ε ln   ,
 v0 

(7)

which describes the total porosity change resulting from a change in sliding velocity once
steady-state has been reached.

This relationship tells us that fault zone dilation is

controlled by both the size of the velocity step as well as by the dilatancy coefficient ε.
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Porosity is defined as the ratio of void volume (Vv) to the total volume (VT) of the gouge
layer, and therefore the change in porosity of our gouge layer can be described as
∆φ = φ − φ0 =

Vv + ∆Vv Vv
− . Given that effective normal stress was constant in our
VT + ∆VT VT

experiments, changes in the solid volume are zero and measured changes in layer
thickness are the result of changes in void volume. Thus, we take ;Vv = ;VT, and
changes in porosity are: ∆φ ≅

∆Vv
. In our experiments the volumes indicated above are
VT

given by the product of the frictional contact area of the sample blocks (5.7 cm x 5.4 cm)
and the layer thickness (H), which means that changes in gouge layer porosity are:
∆φ ≅

∆H
.
H

(8)

Although we focus primarily on layer dilation, and changes in ;H, it is useful to compute
values of porosity for comparison with other studies. Our uncertainties in porosity are
primarily associated with the initial value of layer thickness, which we measure to ±50
µm. The values of ∆φ are known very precisely because we measure changes in H to ±
0.1 µm.
Gouge layers thin quasi-continuously with slip in direct shear and thus we correct
for geometric thinning [e.g., Scott et al., 1994] prior to assessing variations in steady-state
layer thickness (Figures 4 and 5b). The correction for geometric thinning involves
uncertainty associated with the degree to which shear stress has become localized. Thus
we remove long term trends in layer thickness (Figure 5b) before calculating the transient
parameter ∆H to determine changes in porosity. When calculating volumetric strain of
the layer (∆Η/H) we use a value for layer thickness early in the experiment, after shear
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displacement has begun, and after any initial dilation when layer thickness was at its
maximum (Table 1). We have also calculated ε, using the instantaneous layer thickness,
to provide error bars on our measurements of volumetric strain representing the
maximum possible interpretation of ∆H/H based upon our observations.
Equation (7) predicts that the magnitude of fault zone dilation scales with the log
of the velocity perturbation. Figure 6 shows a test of this prediction for a set of velocity
steps at an effective normal stress of 15 MPa. These data are from a suite of velocity step
tests (e.g., Figure 4) and are plotted versus relative shear displacement to allow ready
comparison. Of particular note is the similarity of the dilation-slip path for each test.
Regardless of the size of the velocity step the initial increase in layer thickness with shear
slip is nearly identical until the point at which the curve rolls over and a new steady-state
value of porosity is reached (Figure 6a).

1.3.2 Fluid Response
Our experiments were run under drained-saturated conditions. As the gouge layer
dilated, pore space was created, and pore fluid diffused into the void space as fast as layer
permeability allowed. The experimental boundary condition was constant pore fluid
pressure (PP), meaning fluid was injected into the layer if pore fluid pressure within the
layer decreased. Measurements of the volume of fluid influx provide an independent
constraint on the physical measurements of layer dilation.

Figure 6b shows the

equivalent dilation of the layer as a function of relative displacement. These data are
from the same experiment as Figure 6a, and show the strong correlation between the
dilation and fluid influx.
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Figure 6 - A) Dilation measured by layer expansion vs. relative shear displacement for
velocity step tests at σ’ = 15 MPa. Each step starts at 1µm/s. Darker/bolder lines equate
to larger velocity steps. Magnitude of dilation increases with increasing velocity step size.
Steady-state layer thickness is reached in all cases in less than 100 µm displacement. B)
Same as panel (A) but showing equivalent dilation measured by fluid influx. C)
Equivalent dilation vs. physical dilation for all experiments. Physical dilation exceeds
fluid dilation at the upper end, for the highest velocity step sizes, which may indicate
dilatancy hardening and/or non-interconnected pore space. That these data plot so
closely to a 1 to 1 relationship attests to accuracy and precision of the measurements.
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1.3.3 Layer Dilation Via Changes in Thickness and Pore Fluid Volume
Comparison of the physical layer dilation with changes in pore volume reveals the
extent to which: 1) pore pressure remains constant and 2) newly created porosity is
interconnected via a fluid pathway. For high permeability gouge, one expects these
measurements to show a one to one relationship. Comparison of our data shows a close
relationship between dilation and fluid influx (Figure 6c). There is some tendency for
misfit at higher velocity steps where the equivalent dilation (Equivalent ∆H) is less than
dilation (∆H) as measured by DCDT. This could indicate that finite permeability of the
layer was limiting fluid influx, which would lead to dilatant hardening. However, we
attribute discrepancies from the one-to-one line to electrical and experimental noise and
possibly to effects associated with geometric thinning of the gouge layer. It is important
to note that the maximum differences (Figure 6c) are in the range of 0.05% of the total
layer thickness. The similarity of the dilation and equivalent dilation curves (Figure 6a &
6b respectively) implies that pore volume filled immediately as it was created; otherwise
there would be a long term trend associated with pore fluid slowly filling hydraulicallyisolated pore space.

Another possibility is that porosity is completely isolated

hydraulically, but this seems unlikely given that the permeability would have to be
several orders of magnitude lower than our measurements.
We can calculate the drainage time for our layers using a characteristic poroelastic
diffusion time,
t=

H 2η ( β p + φβ w )

2k
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,

(9)

where H is the layer thickness (~4000 µm), k is the limiting permeability of the system, in
this case that of the porous frits (~4.2 x 10-14 m2), η is the dynamic viscosity of water
(0.89 x 10-3 Pa·s), βp is the compressibility of the porous medium (3.7-6.6 x 10-9 Pa-1
determined experimentally), φ is porosity (we assume 0.2), and βw is the compressibility
of water (4.6 x 10-10 Pa-1). Using these values we calculate a characteristic diffusion time
of 6x10-4-0.001 s, which is sufficiently fast to allow the layer to drain hundreds of times
over, even during the 100 µm/s velocity steps which last only 4 seconds. Ultimately,
considering that we are comparing absolute values from independent measurements,
using different transducers and calibration techniques, we consider the consistency in
dilation seen in Figures 5 and 6 to be remarkable.

1.3.4 Effective ormal Stress Dependence of ε
The variation in ε with effective normal stress has important implications for
earthquake nucleation and rupture physics [Segall and Rice, 1995; Sleep, 1995, 1997;
Shibazaki, 2005, Rice 2006]. For granular materials, one might guess that ε would

decrease with increasing normal stress as rolling and sliding at lower normal stress give
way to fracture and comminution. Our experimental suite was designed to measure the
normal stress dependence of ε. Figure 7a shows dilation as a function of ln(v/v0), where
v0 is the initial sliding velocity and v is the new sliding velocity for four representative

effective normal stresses. Linear best-fit lines are shown for each normal stress and the
slope is the dilatancy coefficient, ε. Values of ε vary from a minimum of 4.7 x 10-5 at
0.8 MPa to a maximum of 3.0 x 10-4 at 10 MPa. Equation (7) assumes that dilation goes
to zero as the velocity step size approaches zero; therefore we forced our linear best fits
through zero. We note, however, that some data indicate a non-zero intercept, which
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Figure 7 - A) Normalized layer dilation (∆H/H) vs. velocity step size for selected
effective normal stresses (0.8, 2, 15, and 20 MPa). ∆H/H is equivalent to ∆φ and thus the
slope of each data set defines the dilatancy coefficient, ε. B) Dilatancy coefficient vs.
effective normal stress for all experiments. Error bars are calculated by normalizing ∆H
by instantaneous layer thickness, rather than steady-state thickness, resulting in a
maximum possible interpretation of volumetric strain.
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could possibly result from a long-term trend of dilation (compaction) and/or picks of ;H
that were not at steady-state. Figure 7b shows ε as a function of normal stress for our
complete data suite and indicates no clear correlation between ε and σ’. Error bars are
derived by normalizing ∆H by the instantaneous layer thickness, rather than the steadystate layer thickness, and show increased scatter in ∆H/H, further indicating the lack of
correlation with σ’.
To verify that the relationship between ε and σ’ is not an artifact of accumulated
strain or the order in which the effective normal stress steps were conducted, we
performed sets of tests in which the effective normal stress segments were run in reverse
order. These tests were identical to those described above, except that three effective
normal stress segments were used. The lowest normal stress segment was run first
followed by two higher normal stress segments. These experiments show the same
scatter as the data shown in Figure 7, verifying the lack of a clear relationship between ε
and effective normal stresses.

1.3.5 Strain Dependence of ε
In order to investigate the effect of shear strain on dilatancy we conducted tests at
a single effective normal stress (15 MPa) and repeatedly varied the sliding velocity from
1 to 10 µm/s over a shear strain of ~5 (18 mm shear displacement). These tests began
with the same initial run-in phase used in our normal tests, as described above. Ten
velocity steps were conducted over this range of shear strain, and the measured values of
;H/H vary only slightly from 0.0006 at a shear strain of 2.2 (8 mm displacement) to

0.00044 at shear strain 5.2 (17.2 mm) (Figure 8). Only the initial velocity step at shear
strain 2.2 shows a value of ∆H/H appreciably larger than 0.0005. Thus, we conclude that
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Figure 8 – Normalized layer dilation vs. shear strain in two experiments conducted at 15
MPa effective normal stress. Experiment p1406 was overcompacted prior to shear (initial
effective normal stress of 40 MPa). The loading history and velocity sequence was
otherwise identical in both experiments. Note that dilation is initially larger in the
overcompacted layer. Dilation values become equal after a shear strain of ~3. Data from
p1405 show that dilation reaches a constant value with increasing shear strain.
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over the range of displacements used in our experiments, accumulated strain does not
markedly influence the amount of dilation measured in response to a change in sliding
velocity.
Although our data do not indicate a systematic variation in ε with effective
normal stress, if grain rearrangement at low effective stress gives way to grain
comminution at high effective stress, one might expect changes in the value of ε. One
possible mechanism for variation of ε with normal stress is through porosity. That is, an
over-compacted layer would be expected to dilate more strongly than a normally
compacted layer, which would result in larger ε. To the extent that porosity varies
inversely with normal stress, [e.g., Zhang and Cox, 2000] one would expect that ε would
increase with increasing normal stress. To test the hypothesis that increased initial
compaction state could lead to increases in ε, we conducted experiments identical to
those used to measure strain dependence, except that we first over-compacted the layer
by subjecting it to an effective normal stress of 40 MPa for approximately 15 minutes.
Prior to shear, the normal stress was reduced to 15 MPa. Figure 8 shows the raw ;H/H
measurements of an over-compacted layer (p1406) as a function of strain together with
those for a normal experiment (p1405).

Note that the velocity step tests for each

experiment were conducted at identical shear displacements, but plot at different shear
strains due to increased compaction of the layer in p1406. For low shear strains, overconsolidation resulted in significantly larger dilation compared to our conventionally
loaded samples (Figure 8). However, as shear strain approached ~3 the normal and overconsolidated layers were similar, within the scatter in the data. These tests indicate that
shear-induced dilation decreases with increasing initial porosity, which is consistent with
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previous work from simple shear tests [e.g., Terzaghi and Peck, 1948; Lambe and
Whitman, 1969].

1.4 DILATA CY A D FLUID-I FILTRATIO : MODELI G
Initial porosity, antecedent shear velocity, and ambient normal stress each
influence the magnitude of dilatancy we observe for perturbations in shearing rate under
drained conditions. Where the rate of change in porosity is rapid in comparison to the
drainage rate, undrained pore pressures will develop. Compaction and dilation are known
to drive pore pressure changes in granular media [Skempton, 1954], in fractures
[Goodman, 1974; Elsworth and Goodman, 1985], and in porous fractured aggregates
[Elsworth and Bai, 1992; Bai and Elsworth, 2000]. We evaluate anticipated changes in
pore pressure in low-permeability sheared layers embedded within a higher permeability
host. In this treatment, the loading by the surrounding host is assumed infinitely stiff,
enabling limits on dilatant hardening to be established absent consideration of an elastic
feedback.

1.4.1 Analysis - Governing Equations
Consider a layer of thickness, 2a, where a is small relative to the lateral extent of
the layer (Figure 9). The coordinate system is anchored to the center of the layer, with
the x1 – axis aligned perpendicular to the layer, and with the x2 – and x3 – axes layerparallel. The layer is sheared in the x2 – direction at velocities +v2/2 at top (x1 = +a) and
–v2/2 at base (x1 = -a), corresponding to a net shear velocity of v2. We assume that
relative velocity is distributed linearly across the layer between these bounding
conditions. The layer has an initial porosity of φ0, evolving porosity φ(t), and directional
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Figure 9 – Schematic representation of modeled gouge layer. Shear direction is right
lateral, and is distributed evenly throughout the layer. Variables are; porosity (φ),
permeability (k), layer half-thickness (a), and sliding velocity (v2).
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permeability ki(t), each of which may evolve over time – we note these as simply φ and k
in the following, representing uniform properties. The porous aggregate is saturated by a
fluid of modulus, K, density, ρ, and dynamic viscosity, η.
Conservation of the mass rate of flow within the system is defined as [Bird et al.,
1960; Rice and Cleary, 1976; Segall and Rice, 1995; Segall and Rice, 2006; Rice, 2006],
∂v f i
Dρ
+ρ
=0
Dt
∂xi

where the material derivative is defined as

(10)

D ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ
=
+ vi
, and t is time. Equation
Dt
∂t
∂xi

(10) may be recast in terms of mass of fluid, mf, within the pore volume, Vf, as mf = Vfρ,
by substituting into the material derivative to yield

D ρ 1 Dm f
=
, and on substitution
Dt V f Dt

into equation (10) yields
∂v f i
1 ∂m f
1 ∂m f
+
+ρ
= 0.
V f ∂t V f ∂xi
∂x

(11)

For the one-dimensional (x1-direction) geometry of interest, the gradient of fluid
mass in the x2 – and x3 – directions is null, and the velocity of the solid mass in the x1 –
direction is small. Thus the second term of equation (11) disappears. The remaining
relation may be recast in terms of fluid pressures by defining appropriate constitutive
relations linking fluid pressures with flow velocities and changes in mass due to drainage
from the aggregate, or changes in density due to compression of the pore fluid. The rate
of transport of the fluid relative to the soil mass is defined through Darcy’s law as
vfi = −

ki ∂p
µ ∂xi
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(12)

where flow is driven by the fluid pressure, p, and moderated by the directional
permeability of the granular material, ki. The rate of fluid mass expelled by the summed
effects of compaction of the porous aggregate and compressibility of the fluid is
evaluated as
1 ∂m f ∂ρ ρ ∂V f
=
+
.
V f ∂t
∂t V f ∂t

(13)

The first term represents undrained loading of the aggregate, and may be defined in terms
of the compressibility of the fluid as

∂ρ ∂ρ ∂p ρ ∂p
=
=
. The second term represents
∂t ∂p ∂t K ∂t

the drained compaction of the aggregate, and may be defined in terms of porosity
as

∂V f
∂t

=V

∂φ
. Substituting into equation (13) yields
∂t
1 ∂m f
ρ ∂p ρ ∂φ
=
+
.
V f ∂t
K ∂t φ0 ∂t

(14)

This evolution function, together with equation (12) may be resubstituted into equation
(11), to yield for the single coordinate direction of interest, x1 → x,
1 ∂p 1 ∂φ ∂ k ∂p
+
−
=0
K ∂t φ0 ∂t ∂x η ∂x

(15)

representing a single expression defined in terms of fluid pressure, p, and the porosity
evolution function ∂φ/∂t, which may be defined from rate and state friction parameters,
where once again K and η are the modulus and dynamic viscosity of the pore fluid
respectively, and k is the permeability of the layer perpendicular to shear.
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1.4.2 Rate and State Evolution Equations
Porosity evolves from a steady-state magnitude, φ0, reached at velocity, v0, to an
evolving new magnitude, φ, at shear velocity, v, according to Equation (5) [Segall and
 v0θ 
+
 . When the velocity step first occurs, at t = 0 , the change
 Dc 

Rice, 1995], φ − φ0 = −ε ln 

in porosity is null, and the initial condition for θ is θ0 = Dc/v0 which follows directly from
equation (5). The evolution parameter may be represented as

dθ
θv
= 1−
dt
DC

(16)

and this may in turn be used to follow the evolution in porosity as

d φ d φ dθ
=
.
dt dθ dt

(17)

The individual components of this expression may be compiled by substituting equations
(7) and (16), as

dφ
d
vθ
ε
=
[φ0 − ε ln( 0 )] = − 
dθ
dθ
Dc
θ  dφ
ε
v θ 
= −  1 −

 dt
θ
Dc 
dθ
vθ
= 1−

dt
Dc


(18)

to yield the evolution in porosity with time, as a function of the evolving state parameter,

θ. Integrating the evolution law of equation (16), and substituting the initial parameter θ0
= Dc/v0 at t = 0+ results in the time evolution of the state parameter as

θ=

DC
v

 v
 − vt / DC 
1 +  − 1 e
.
  v0 


(19)

The magnitude of θ may be substituted into equation (2) to define the incremental
porosity as,
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 v0θ
 DC

φ − φ0 = −ε ln 

 v0

 = −ε ln 

v

 v
 − vt / DC  
1 +  − 1 e
  ,
  v0 
 

(20)

its evolution in time as,

 v
 − vt / DC
  − 1 e
dφ
ε  vθ 
v   v0 
= − 1 −
 = −ε
θ  DC 
dt
DC   v
 − vt / DC
 1 +  − 1 e
  v0 



,




(21)

and its ultimate steady-state magnitude, θ∞, as
 v0 
.
v

φ∞ − φ0 = −ε ln 

(22)

Where the fluid is unable to escape from the control volume (undrained loading), then the
evolution of pore fluid pressure is defined by,
dp
K dφ
=−
dt
φ0 dt

(23)

or from equation (21),
p − p0 = −

K

φ0

(φ − φ0 ) = ε

v   v


ln  0 1 +  − 1 e− vt / DC  

φ0  v   v0 
 
K

(24)

enabling pore pressure to be evaluated with either the instantaneous porosity, φ, or the
current time, t.

Alternately, the porosity evolution function may be utilized in the

governing equation (15) with appropriate boundary conditions to determine the evolution
of the pore pressures in the layer, when drainage occurs concurrently with shear
augmentation of pore fluid pressures.

1.4.3 on-Dimensional Equations
The behavior of the one-dimensional system is described fully by equation (15)
together with the time evolution of the transfer function, dφ/dt, of equation (21), subject
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to appropriate initial and boundary conditions.

It is convenient to represent the

combination of equation (21) substituted into equation (15) in dimensionless form. This
may be represented as
∂PD ∂ 2 PD
−
− fD = 0
∂t D ∂xD2

(25)

where for the specific conditions of the Dietrich evolution law,
 v
 −V t
 −  − 1 e D D
v
1
fD =
VD   0 

v 


ln  0   1 +  v − 1 e −VD tD
 v    v0 



.




(26)

The resulting set of non-dimensional parameters is defined as:
PD =

φ

(φ∞ − φ0 )

( p − p0 ) =
K

φ0

( p − p0 )

v 
ε ln  0 
v

K

(27)

tD =

ct
a2

(28)

xD =

x
a

(29)

va 2
VD =
cDC

(30)

defining non-dimensional pressure, time, location, and shearing velocity in terms of
dimensional parameters of hydraulic diffusivity, c =

k

η

K , layer half-width, a, fluid

viscosity, η and final porosity, φ∞. VD can be restated in terms of two individually
dimensionless components as,
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a 2 vη
VD = ⋅
,
k KDC

(31)

where the first term indexes drainage rate and the second term the rate of undrained pore
pressure generation. Where VD is small, drainage dissipates undrained pore fluid
pressures as rapidly as they form, and the fault response is drained – the converse is true
where VD is large. As will be shown later, the threshold magnitude for a switch from
drained to undrained response is for VD~1. Non-dimensional pressure is the ratio of the
dimensional pore fluid pressure to peak undrained pressure as t → ∞ (ratio: p/equation
(24)), and is bounded as 0 ≤ PD ≤ 1 representing the spectrum of fully drained and
undrained responses for a system initially at pressure, p0. This suite of parameters
enables the partially drained pore pressure response to be uniquely defined in terms of,

PD = ℑ[VD , tD , x D , v / v0 ]

(32)

and the undrained response is defined in terms of a subset of parameters defining pore
pressure response in terms of the two parameter groups as PD = ℑ[VDtD , v / v 0 ] , or
equivalently PD = ℑ[vt / dc , v / v 0 ] .

Where drainage is suppressed, the evolution of

dimensionless pressure is given by substituting equations (22) and (24) into equation (27)
to give
v
PD = ln  0

v

 v
 −V t    v0 
1 +  − 1 e D D   / ln   .
  v0 
   v 

(33)

Notably, the dilatancy coefficient, ε, is implicitly included within the non-dimensional
pressure, PD.
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1.4.4 Parametric Response
For a layer of thickness 2a, sheared uniformly by bounding velocities +v2/2 at top
(x1 = +a) and -v2/2 at the base (x1 = -a), the undrained pore pressure response is
determined by equation (33). Where the system is allowed to drain by permeable layer
boundaries at x = ±a, the appropriate initial and boundary conditions are defined in terms
of non-dimensional pressure, PD(xD,tD), as





PD (1, tD ≥ 0) = 0



∂
PD ( 0, tD ≥ 0 ) = 0 
∂x D

PD ( x D , tD < 0 ) = 0

(34)

and allow the pore fluid pressure response to be followed. For drained boundaries the
peak pore pressure is always in the center, at xD = 0, and its evolution may be followed in
terms of non-dimensional displacement, VDtD, (Figure 10a), or in terms of nondimensional time, tD (Figure 10b). The former is useful in observing the build-up of pore
pressure in the layer, and the latter for the dissipation response. Apparent from these
results is the importance of the parameter VD = va2/cDC as a drainage state term in
marking the transition between drained and undrained loading.

1.5 Discussion
Our experiments show that dilation of a granular gouge layer sheared under
saturated, drained conditions is nearly synchronous with influx of pore fluid. There is
little if any dilatant hardening in our experiments; pore space is filled with water as
quickly as it is created. For a less permeable material, with a drainage state term, VD ≥1
the layer should behave in a quasi-undrained fashion and exhibit dilatant frictional
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Figure 10 – A) The evolution of dimensionless pressure drop (PD) is plotted as a function
of dimensionless displacement (VDtD) for varying values of the drainage state (VD). For
the cases shown, a value of VD = 1 appears to act as a transition between drained and
undrained behavior. B) Evolution of dimensionless pressure drop plotted as a function of
dimensionless time (tD). Again shows that VD = 1 appears transitional between
drained/undrained behavior. Useful in showing the decay of the pore pressure fluctuation
back to steady values over time. VD = 0.01 and 1e-6 lines plot on the x-axis.
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hardening. This type of transient, dilatancy hardening has no effect on steady-state
frictional behavior, but it would delay the full effectiveness of velocity weakening
(strengthening) if the time scale of fluid diffusion and associated strengthening were long
compared to the evolution of frictional strength. Transient dilatant hardening would
increase the effective value of the friction evolution distance, DC. Therefore, regardless
of its effect on friction velocity dependence, the effect of dilatancy hardening would tend
to inhibit the nucleation of seismic slip.
We show that the dilatancy parameter ε is independent of effective normal stress
under these experimental conditions. Experiments conducted by Teufel [1981] show
increasing dilatancy with increases in normal stress, but largely cite crack propagation as
the source of dilatancy whereas we suspect grain rearrangement and grain fracture in our
experiments. If our results can be applied to seismogenic faults, we would conclude that
dilation would be largely independent of depth in a fault zone. We found that ε varies
inversely with initial porosity of granular gouge and that the effect weakens with
accumulated shear strain. This is consistent with the behavior of over-compacted soils
[Lambe and Whitman, 1969].
Previous work has documented porosity reduction during the hold portion of
slide-hold-slide tests, which are analogous to interseismic periods [Beeler and Tullis,
1997; Karner and Marone, 2001].

These authors showed that gouge compaction

increases linearly with the log of waiting time. If a similar process occurs in natural fault
zones [c.f., Sleep and Blanpied, 1992], our data indicates that ε and slip-induced
dilatancy should increase as a function of increasing earthquake recurrence interval.
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The mathematical model we employ assumes that shear, and dilation, are
distributed evenly across the gouge layer; it does not intrinsically account for shear
localization, though it is inherently accurate over a known shear zone thickness and
dilation magnitude. Localization, which may limit the fault zone thickness principally
associated with slip to as little as several hundred microns [Chester et al., 1998; Chester
and Goldsby, 2003; Rice, 2006], would increase the likelihood and magnitude of fluid
depressurization by maximizing the magnitude of the volumetric strain locally, leading to
increased effectiveness of shear induced dilatancy hardening, assuming that the fault zone
itself was isolated by way of a low permeability surrounding material.
Calculating a value for VD using reasonable estimates for the constitutive
parameters (K = 2.2 GPa, η = 0.89 x 10-3 Pa·s, k = 1 x 10-21 m2, DC = 25µm) and
measurable quantities (a = 200 µm, v = 10 µm/s, v0 = 1 µm/s, φ = 0.15) yields a value of
~ 6.5.

This conservatively suggests that pore fluid in natural fault zones could be

depressurized by as much as 50% leading to significant strengthening. Using more
realistic values of v approaching 1 m/s would only serve to increase VD, indicating
stronger fluid depressurization and more effective inhibition of unstable slip via dilatant
hardening.
The drainage state term, VD, expresses a very important control on the magnitude
of pore fluid depressurization resulting from dilation, and therefore an important question
is: what factors will control VD in natural fault zones? Spatial variation in VD presumably
would have the effect of limiting the locations where unstable slip could nucleate as well
as potentially limiting the areas through which dynamic slip could propagate in a manner
similar to that expected for a velocity strengthening frictional rheology. Much like the
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way a seismic rupture is decelerated, and ultimately arrested, upon propagation into a
region of velocity strengthening frictional behavior, one could expect deceleration of
ruptures that propagate into regions of saturated fault gouge with high VD, due to
dilational decompression of pore fluids.
The drainage state of a fault zone depends on several terms that can reasonably be
expected to vary with depth or along the lateral extent of the fault; fault zone
thickness/composition,

pore

fluid

compressibility/viscosity,

and

perhaps

most

importantly fault zone permeability. The importance of the thickness of the fault zone in
controlling VD is especially evident because thickness is squared; however it seems
unlikely that the principal slip surface of an earthquake varies in thickness over more than
1 or 2 orders of magnitude [Muir Wood, 2002; Tordesillas et al., 2004; Rice, 2006].
Similarly, neither the bulk modulus nor the viscosity of pore water are likely to change by
more than an order of magnitude over the seismogenic depth range [Bett and Cappi,
1965; Franzini and Finnemore, 1997] without invoking significant changes in water
chemistry from gas content or dissolved solids. While perhaps not specifically related to
the drainage term, VD, the fault zone composition could significantly affect the magnitude
of fault zone decompression. For instance in a fault zone very rich in clay particles, the
associated increase in initial porosity would limit the magnitude of dilational hardening
by reducing the volumetric strain associated with any given amount of dilation.
Permeability of fault gouge however has been shown to decrease by as many as 7 orders
of magnitude over a normal stress range of ~25 – 200 MPa [Wibberley, 2002]. Therefore
as depth and stress on any given fault increase it seems likely that changes in
permeability are the dominant factor determining VD. An assumption of our model is that
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the damage zone surrounding the fault core is sufficiently permeable in comparison to the
fault core to supply all fluid necessary to repressurize the fault core as it dilates.
Wibberley and Shimamoto (2003) suggest that the area immediately surrounding the fault
core may be as much as 4 orders of magnitude more permeable than the central slip zone.
If, however, the damage zone is also of low permeability this would serve to exacerbate
the predictions of our model.

1.6 Conclusions
We describe a new true-triaxial pressure vessel with capabilities for fluid flow
during detailed measurements of frictional shearing. Results of our study include two
independent measurements of fault zone dilation and the dilatancy coefficient

ε = ∆φ/∆ln(v), obtained from velocity stepping tests. We report values of ε for granular
quartz subject to shearing rates from 1 to 100 µm/s and effective normal stresses from 0.8
to 20 MPa. We show that the dilatancy coefficient appears to be independent of effective
normal stress with a minimum ε of 4.7 x 10-5 at 0.8 MPa and a maximum of 3.0 x 10-4 at
10 MPa. Our results further indicate that reduced initial porosity leads to increased
volumetric strain, suggesting increased importance of fault zone dilatancy after long
periods of seismic quiescence. We also find that accumulating strain has little effect on
the magnitude of ε. Changes in porosity for repeated velocity steps from 1 to 10 µm/s
vary from 0.0006 to 0.00044 over 10 mm of slip.
Our experiments show a nearly synchronous creation and infilling of void space
indicating the presence of little if any dilatancy hardening. The material tested has very
high permeability, on the order of 10-13 m2, indicating that pore fluid can easily diffuse
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into the layer from the boundaries filling up void space as quickly as it is created by
dilation.
Predictions of dilation-induced depressurization in fault gouge based on factors
including magnitude of velocity increase, thickness of the gouge layer, and layer
perpendicular permeability are obtained. Under reasonable conditions expected for
seismogenic depths, shear induced dilatancy is of sufficient magnitude to completely
depressurize pore fluid, thereby inhibiting seismic rupture nucleation or propagation.
Our results suggest the need for other, concurrent phenomenon, such as thermal
pressurization of pore fluid, or high fault parallel permeability, in order to destabilize
creep and nucleate earthquakes within fluid filled fault zones.

1.7 Appendix – True Tri-axial Deformation Apparatus
We present here a more detailed description of a novel true triaxial pressure
vessel (Figure A1) that extends the capabilities of the biaxial apparatus commonly used
for friction measurements in our laboratory (Figure 2). The apparatus shares key features
of other true-triaxial configurations [e.g., Haimson and Chang, 2000], but rather than
applying all three stresses via pistons in contact with a prismatic sample, we apply two
stresses via loading platens and the third with a fluid confining medium (Figure 2). All
three applied stresses are servo-controlled and can be set to arbitrary, independent values;
with the constraint that applied stresses must be higher than the fluid pressure. In some
configurations, including the double-direct shear arrangement used in our experiments,
the fluid confining pressure has an effect on normal stress across the layer; however the
value of effective normal stress is primarily controlled by the force applied through a
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Figure A1 – Fluid pressures are supplied to the triaxial pressure vessel through three
independently operated pressure intensifiers. One intensifier controls confining pressure
PC using a heat transfer oil. Pore fluid pressures (PPA and PPB) are applied with deionized, water. The PC intensifier is plumbed directly to the vessel, while PPA and PPB are
plumbed through the vessel walls and into the forcing blocks via flexible tubing within
the pressure vessel.
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piston, and can be set to any arbitrary value. Our testing apparatus is capable of more
general stress states than conventional true-triaxial machines because we can apply three
independent stresses to samples of arbitrary geometry and because we can independently
control two pore fluid pressures with flow through the sample during deformation (Figure
A1). Easy, direct access to the sample assembly via the removable doors at the front and
back (Figure 2) allows a variety of testing modes and sample shapes.
The pressure vessel is capable of maintaining three independent fluid pressures in
addition to applied normal and shear stresses on the fault zones (Figure A1). Confining
and pore fluid pressures can reach a maximum of 70 MPa. The vertical and horizontal
axes of the biaxial load frame apply stresses to the samples via pistons, which access the
pressure vessel via sliding, dynamic seals. The loading pistons are precision-milled 44
mm diameter cylinders made of stainless steel. Three separate pressure intensifiers are
available to maintain fluid pressures: these are the confining pressure applied to the
sample (PC), and two pore fluid pressures, hereafter referred to as PPA & PPB (Figure A1,
Figure 3). The PPA and PPB fluid pressure intensifiers can be used independently to
maintain constant pore pressure boundary conditions or in concert, with a pressure
differential, to induce flow in the layer perpendicular to the shear direction using the
forcing blocks shown in Figure 3, or parallel to the shear direction using a separate set of
forcing blocks. Layer permeability can be measured in-situ as a function of shear and
normal deformation. Pressure intensifiers are servo-controlled and operate by displacing
a piston 2.54 cm in diameter within a cylinder with ~25 cm of stroke, which corresponds
to a fluid volume of 1.27x10-4 m3. Movement of the piston, measured with Linear
Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT’s), can be controlled in either load- or
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displacement-feedback servo-control to induce either a constant pore pressure or a
constant flowrate. All experiments conducted in this study used only one pore pressure
intensifier running in load feedback mode to maintain a constant pore pressure. Fluid
pressures are monitored by Stellar Technology pressure transducers with greater than
0.007 MPa resolution and can also be monitored manually by analog pressure gauges.
Intensifiers were connected to the pressure vessel by 10,000 psi flexible hose
manufactured by the Parker Corporation, and fed through the vessel walls via high
pressure fluid ports. The confining medium used in these experiments was food-grade
(non-toxic), paraffinic heat transfer oil (XCELTHERM 600, Radco Industries). Pore fluid
was de-ionized water in the present experiments, though salt water brine has been used in
other experiments.
Fluid access to the sample assembly within the pressure vessel is via steel,
flexible tubing and high pressure fittings in the sample forcing blocks (Figure 3a). Each
forcing block of the double-direct shear arrangement provides fluid access to the layers.
Outlet ports in the forcing blocks are surrounded by channels cut into the face of the
blocks to evenly distribute fluid. These channels are cut into a recess that accepts porous,
sintered stainless steel frits (Mott Corporation) to provide even fluid distribution. The
frits are custom cut to fit the recesses in the forcing blocks using an electronic discharge
machining (EDM) process. The same EDM process was used to groove the frit surfaces
in contact with the fault zones, so as to promote coupling at the layer boundary and
shearing within the layer rather than at the boundary between the layer and the frit.
Triangular grooves were machined perpendicular to the shear direction and are 1 mm in
wavelength and 0.8 mm in depth. The flow distribution frits were 0.5 Media Grade (MG)
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stainless steel. We conducted in-situ, calibration measurements of the frit hydraulic
properties, after machining, by conducting permeability experiments without gouge
layers. Our frits have an effective permeability of ≥ 4.2 x10-14 m2. The calibrations
include effects of tubing and the finite response time of the pressure intensifiers; thus we
can consider that fluid pressure at the layer boundary is constant for effective layer
permeabilities below about 5x10-15 m2.
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2.0 ABSTRACT
We use numerical simulations to investigate how fault zone dilatancy and pore
fluid decompression influence shear strength behavior in the context of rate and state
friction constitutive laws. Dilatant hardening can change the friction response and the
effective critical stiffness, Kcr, which delineates the transition from stable to unstable
sliding in an ultimately velocity weakening fault zone. We study the frictional shear
strength response to velocity step tests and show that in cases where the duration of pore
fluid decompression is long compared to the time necessary for friction to evolve (as
dictated by the rate-and-state-dependant friction law) both the critical slip distance (DC)
and the direct effect (A) are effectively increased. We vary the permeability of the fault
zone (k), the dilatancy coefficient (ε), and the magnitude of the shearing velocity of the
fault zone (vlp), and also compare results using both the Aging and Slip laws for the
evolution of the state variable. We show that over the range from k=10-14 m2 to 10-21 m2
DC is effectively increased from 25 µm to ~ 1 cm , and A is increased from 0.15 MPa to
over 4 MPa. We also vary ε from 10-5 – 10-3, and the size of the velocity step from 3 to
1000x and find large increases in the effective values of DC and A, which may lead to
inhibition of unstable, stick-slip sliding.
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2.1 I TRODUCTIO
The shear strength (τ) of elastic surfaces in frictional contact may be represented
as

τ = µσ '

(1)

where µ is the coefficient of friction, and σ’ is the effective normal stress. Effective stress
is a function of the applied normal stress (σn) and the pore fluid pressure at the interface
of the surfaces (PP) [e.g. Hubbert and Rubey, 1959],

σ ' = σ n − PP .

(2)

Together Equations (1) & (2) show that shear strength is a function of both the coefficient
of friction (µ) and the pore pressure (PP) at the interface. If PP changes, either through
dilatancy induced depressurization of the pore fluid or shear heating, the effective stress
will increase or decrease respectively, leading to an increase or decrease in shear
strength. Similarly if µ changes, for example as a function of shearing velocity, the shear
strength of the contact would also change.
The rate- and state-dependent friction law was developed to describe the
evolution of friction in response to changes in shearing velocity, much like those
resulting from an earthquake. The rate and state law [Dieterich, 1979, 1981; Ruina,
1983],

v
 v0θ
 + b ln 
 v0 
 DC

µ = µ0 + a ln 


,


(3)

describes the evolution of friction away from a steady-state value (µ0), in response to a
change in sliding velocity from the background value (v0) to a new value (v) over a
critical slip distance (DC). The state variable (θ), thought of as the average life span of a
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set of frictional contacts, also evolves over the sliding distance DC in response to the
change in sliding velocity from v0 to v, according to one of two state evolution laws: the
Dieterich (or Aging) Law,
dθ
vθ
= 1−
,
dt
DC

(4)

dθ
vθ  vθ 
=−
ln 
.
dt
DC  DC 

(5)

, or the Ruina (or Slip) Law,

At steady-state dθ/dt = 0, and for both state evolution laws θss = DC/v. If v is larger than
v0 (Figure 1a), then the response will be an immediate increase in friction, followed by a
decay over the critical slip distance DC to a new steady-state value. The magnitude of the
increase and subsequent decay in friction are controlled by the terms aln(v/v0) and
bln(v/v0) respectively. In the case shown in Figure 1a, µ0 = 0.6, a = 0.001, b = 0.0015, v0
= 10µm/s, v = 30µm/s, and DC = 25µm. In the example presented (a-b) < 0, resulting in
so-called “velocity-weakening” behavior, where µ < µ0, this is a necessary condition for
unstable stick-slip sliding on a fault zone.
In addition to a frictional response, porosity also evolves from one steady state
value to another, due to changes in sliding velocity [Marone et al., 1990; Segall and Rice,
1995; Samuelson et al., 2009]. Like friction, porosity (φ) also appears to evolve over a
distance approximately equal to DC, and follows the equation,

 v0θ 
,
 DC 

φ = φ0 − ε ln 

(6)

where φ0 is initial porosity, ε is a dilatancy coefficient, and θ evolves as either the
Dieterich (Equation 4) or Ruina (Equation 5) state evolution laws [Segall and Rice,
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Figure 1 – A) Frictional response to a change in sliding velocity from 10 µm/s to 30
µm/s as described by the rate- and state-dependent friction law (Equation (3)), using both
Dieterich and Ruina style state evolution. The magnitude of the increase and subsequent
decay in friction resulting from the velocity step are controlled by the magnitude of the
velocity step; the direct effect, a=0.001; the evolution effect, b=0.0015; the evolution
occurs over roughly the critical slip distance, DC=25 µm B) Porosity evolves similarly in
response the increase in shear velocity, controlled by the magnitude of the velocity
increase, and the dilatancy coefficient, ε=5x10-4
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1995]. Using ε=5x10-4, Figure 1b shows the porosity response to a step in shearing
velocity from 10 to 30µm/s. The magnitude of the porosity increase is determined by ε
and the size of the velocity step. In the case of a completely drained fault zone, the
changes in porosity associated with changes in shearing velocity will not result in any
change in the effective stress, and therefore the change in shear strength of the fault zone
will track the change in friction as it evolves from µ0 to µ. However, if the rate of pore
volume creation exceeds the rate of fluid diffusion into the fault zone the pore fluid will
decompress, leading to increased effective stress and shear strength. Wibberley [2002]
showed that the permeability of fault gouge can vary from 10-14 m2 at low confining
stresses to 10-21 m2 at stresses at likely seismogenic depths, a variation that could result in
a spectrum from quasi-drained to quasi-undrained conditions.

In addition to the

magnitude of the velocity increase, the size of the dilatancy coefficient also plays a role
in the drainage state of a fault zone by controlling the rate of pore volume creation, and
has been experimentally determined to be in the range of 10-5 to 10-3 [Marone et al.,
1990; Samuelson et al., 2009].
The evolution of shear stress following a perturbation in slip velocity imposed at
the boundary of a drained fault zone will differ from that of an undrained fault. In the
undrained case, dilatant hardening will combine with rate and state friction dependence to
produce a complex behavior in which shear strength evolution is not only associated with
frictional evolution, but also linked with decompression of pore fluid. Pore pressure
decrease may result in a marked increase in the post velocity step peak shear strength,
leading to a functional increase in the direct effect of the rate and state law. Also, DC will
also be effectively increased, in cases where the time necessary for full drainage of the
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fault zone is long compared to the time necessary to slip the friction evolution distance,
as shear strength is buoyed up by increased effective stress.
In addition to the role of dilatancy and frictional evolution in determining shear
strength, many recent studies have focused on the importance of frictional shear heating
of the pore fluid, in order to better understand the complex processes that control
earthquake nucleation [Sleep, 1995; Andrews, 2002; Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006a,b; Rice,
2006; Segall and Rice, 2006; Bizzarri, 2009]. Segall and Rice [2006] predict nearly
complete shear decoupling of a fault zone with an initial shear strength of ~ 80 MPa as a
result of shear heating, suggesting a net 130 MPa increase in pore pressure. Bizzarri and
Cocco [2006b] argue that the importance of dilatancy to the overall strength evolution of
a fault zone during nucleation is relatively small. They show that the pore pressure
evolution in a non-dilatant, thermally pressurized fault zone is ultimately very similar to
that in a dilatant, thermally pressurized fault zone, differing only by a small amount when
the rate of pore volume creation is at its maximum. Though our model results show that
dilatancy’s contribution to pore pressure change may be much larger than predicted by
Bizzarri and Cocco [2006a,b], the ultimate purpose of this paper is to specifically
examine the influence of dilatant decompression of pore fluid on the evolution of shear
traction, and the associated functional alteration of the friction constitutive parameters,
absent the consideration of shear heating, as often the dilatant contribution is hidden in
more detailed and complex examinations.
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2.2 CO STITUTIVE MODEL
In order to solve the rate and state friction law it is necessary to solve two
simultaneous differential equations, dθ/dt, for which we can either use Equation (4) or
Equation (5), and also an elastic coupling term dµ/dt, which we will derive here using a
simple spring-slider model (Figure 2a). We represent the fault as a spring-slider system
comprised of a linear spring of stiffness KS activated by a load point moving at constant
velocity, vlp, the displacement of which is ulp, and generating shear stress (τ) as

τ = K S ( ulp − u ) ,

(7)

where u is the displacement of the slider itself. Equation (7) is Hooke’s law, and if we
divide both sides by σ’, and take the time derivative, we obtain
d µ KS
=
( vlp − v ) ,
dt σ '

(8)

where vlp and v are the load point velocity and slider velocity respectively, dµ/dt is the
elastic interaction term commonly used to solve the rate and state friction law [e.g.
Marone et al., 1990]. Equations (5)-(8) are sufficient in cases where neither KS, nor σ’

are functions of time, however in the case of a saturated, quasi-impermeable fault zone,

σ’ is time-dependent, due to the transient decompression of the pore fluid [e.g. Segall and
Rice, 1995; Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006a,b; Segall and Rice, 2006] . In such cases, the time

derivative of

τ = µ (σ n − PP ) = K S ( ulp − u ) ,

(9)

results in an elastic coupling term where

KS
dµ
µ
dPP
=
vlp − v ) +
.
(
dt (σ n − PP )
(σ n − PP ) dt
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(10)

Figure 2 – A) Spring-slider representation of our model. The slider, subjected to normal
stress, σn, is sheared over a granular layer with internal pore pressure, PP. The granular
layer is connected to an external reservoir of pore pressure P0. At steady state PP=P0.
The slider is connected to a load-point by a spring of stiffness KS. Shear stress, τ, is
measured at the load-point. Sense of shear is top-to-the-right. B) Schematic of the
sheared granular layer. Shear, and therefore dilation, is assumed to be evenly distributed
across the thickness of the layer (2L). P0, fluid compressibility (KW), and permeability (k)
are presumed to be constant, while porosity (φ), and internal pore pressure (PP) are timedependant.
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In this case it becomes obvious that in addition to solving dθ/dt, and dµ/dt, we must also
now solve dPP/dt.
To obtain an equation for dPP/dt we must include a term based on the rate of pore
volume creation, which allows for decompression of pore fluid, and a term based on the
diffusion of pore fluid into the fault zone, allowing the pore pressure to return to an
equilibrium value,
dPP  dPP 
 dP 
,
=
+ P 

dt  dt  decompression  dt drainage

(11)

which we can then express in mechanical terms as,
dPP dPP dφ dPP dV f
=
+
,
dt
dφ dt dV f dt

(12)

where Vf is the fluid volume. The first coupled term describes the decompression of the
pore fluid where dφ/dt can be obtained by taking the time derivative of Equation (6),
dφ −ε dθ
=
,
dt
θ dt

(13)

and dPP/dφ can be obtained by rearranging the equation for the bulk modulus (KW) of the
pore fluid, while acknowledging that in this case the volume of the fluid and the porosity
of the fault zone are equivalent.
dPP KW
=
.
dφ
φ

(14)

The drainage portion of Equation (12) is the product of dPP/dVf and dVf/dt, where
dPP/dVf is similar to Equation (14),

dPP KW
=
.
dV f
Vf
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(15)

We use a quasi-steady approximation for fluid flow into the layer (dVf/dt) with flow rate
proportional to the instantaneous pressure difference between fault perimeter and fault
core, rather than accommodating the full transient flow [Samuelson et al., 2009]. This
allows us to easily calculate a fluid pressure that is averaged over the thickness of the
fault zone, and also simplifies the solution of our final differential equations. Therefore
for volume flow rate we use,

Q=

dV f
dt

= −A

k ( PP − P0 )
,
L
η

(16)

where A is the area through which the fluid flow is taking place, η is the dynamic fluid
viscosity, k is the permeability of the fault zone gouge, PP is the internal fault zone fluid
pressure, P0 is a remote pore pressure, external to the fault zone, and L is the fault zone
half thickness. Combining the terms from Equations (13)-(16) leads to a final differential
equation for the rate of change of fluid pressure in a partially drained, dilatant fault zone
dPP − KW ε dθ − KW k
=
+
(P − P ) ,
dt
φθ dt φ L2η P 0

(17)

which contains the acknowledgement that the fluid volume in the half-layer is equal to
the product of the area (A), the layer half-thickness (L), and the porosity of the fault zone
(φ). Once we solve Equation (3) for v, we have a full set of differential equations,
conceptualized in Figure 2b, that we solve to obtain µ, and PP (and therefore τ) of a
dilatant fault zone subjected to a sudden increase in shear velocity, as during the
nucleation phase of an earthquake,
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dθ
vθ
dθ −vθ  vθ 

= 1−
=
ln 
or

dt
DC
dt
DC  DC 



KS
dPP 
µ
dµ
=
( vlp − v ) + (σ − P ) dt 
dt (σ n − PP )
n
P



dφ −ε dθ

=

θ dt
dt



dPP − KW ε dθ − KW k
=
+

( PP − P0 )
2
φθ dt φ L η
dt

 .

v=

 1 
vθ
du
= v0 exp  ( µ − µ0 ) − b ln  0
dt
 DC
 a 

(18)

We use a 4th order Runge-Kutta method to solve these equations, and using the effective
stress law, as shown in Equation (1), we obtain the shear strength of the fault zone as a
function of changes in both friction coefficient and pore pressure.
Once we obtain solutions to Equation (18) we invert the model output using a
Levenberg-Marquardt least squares algorithm, a standard method used to invert
experimental data, to obtain a best fit estimate of the rate and state friction constitutive
parameters [Marone et al., 1990; Blanpied et al., 1998; Mair and Marone, 1999; Frye
and Marone, 2002, Ikari et al., 2009]. The results of this inversion of the model results

define effective values A’ and DC’ for the constitutive parameters A (=aσ’) and DC.

2.3 RESULTS
We present here the effects of changing the permeability (k), dilatancy coefficient
(ε), and load point velocity step (vlp) on the pore pressure, and hence shear strength of
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dilatant fault zones. Decreases in k, and increases in ε and vlp should lead to more
thorough decompression of the pore fluid, and effective increases in both the direct
increase in shear strength (A) and the sliding distance over which the shear strength
evolves to the new steady-state value (DC).
In all model experiments the constants are as follows: µ0=0.6, φ0=0.15, v0=10
µm/s, DC=25 µm, a=0.001, b=0.0015, KS=0.1 MPa/µm, KW=2200 MPa (bulk modulus of

water), σ=250 MPa, P0=100 MPa, η=0.89x10-9 MPa·s (dynamic viscosity of water), and
L=3000 µm. We chose these values to be roughly equivalent to experimentally obtained

values, and consistent with a depth of ~10 km. A time series using the Dieterich state
evolution law (Figure 3) shows evolution of µ, v, and φ in response to a change in the
load point velocity from 10 to 30 µm/s in a completely drained fault zone. We see the
friction increase from 0.6 to approximately 0.601, and then evolve to 0.5995, and the
porosity evolve from 0.15 to 0.1506. Note that the evolution of the shearing velocity of
the fault zone from 10 to 30 µm/s is not instantaneous due to the elastic coupling with the
load frame, and that there is a slight overshoot that can be seen both here and in the data
that follows. In all cases the models shown subsequently were run until all values, µ, φ,
and PP have reached their steady state values, the time necessary to reach steady state
will either be controlled by the evolution of friction in those cases where pore fluid
decompression is insignificant, or by the evolution of pore pressure itself as fluid is
recompressed in the newly created pore space.
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Figure 3 – A) Frictional response to 10-30 µm/s velocity step as a function of time.
a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25 µm B) Time-series of acceleration of slider. Acceleration is
not instantaneous, but rather a function of the elastic coupling between the load-point and
the slider. C) Porosity response of gouge layer to 10-30 µm/s velocity step as a function
of time. ε=5x10-4.
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2.3.1 Variable Permeability
Using ε=5x10-4, and vlp=30 µm/s, we cycled through permeability space from 1014

to 10-21 m2 using both the Dieterich (Figure 4) and Ruina (Figure 5) state evolution

laws. Both laws show that for low fault zone permeability the depressurization of pore
fluid, and associated shear strengthening is significant. Using the Dieterich law we show
that for k≥10-16 m2, there is a very small reduction in pore fluid pressure ( < 0.1 MPa)
(Figure 4a). Where k<10-16 m2 the fault zone is progressively more depressurized at
decreasing permeability as the rate of fluid flow into the fault zone is increasingly
exceeded by the rate of pore volume creation. At k=10-17 m2 the depressurization of the
fault zone is 0.28 MPa scaling up to a depressurization of 7.8 MPa at k=10-21 m2.
Looking at the evolution of shear strength (τ=µ(σn-PP)) we see obvious increases
as a result of the change in slip velocity (Figure 4b). Where the permeability is relatively
large (k≥10-16 m2), and therefore the reduction in pore pressure small, the maximum shear
strength of the fault zone is 90.2 MPa, and we see that the evolution of shear stress
behaves very nearly as it would under completely drained conditions, with the shear
stress evolving, as does friction, over the sliding distance DC and the increase in shear
strength controlled by the shear strength direct effect (A=aσ’). As the permeability of the
shear zone decreases the evolution of the shear strength transitions from being controlled
by the evolution of friction to being controlled by the depressurization and flow of pore
fluid.

The increase in shear strength as a result of pore fluid decompression is

particularly evident at this scale beginning at k=10-18 m2, where the shear strength
maximum is 91 MPa, and increasing to a maximum shear strength of 94.6 MPa when the
permeability of the fault zone is 10-21 m2.
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Figure 4 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable permeability from 10-14 m2 to 10-21 m2
using Dieterich style state evolution. v0=10 µm/s vlp=30 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25
µm ε=5x10-4 σn=250 MPa P0=100 MPa
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Figure 5 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable permeability from 10-14 m2 to 10-21 m2
using Ruina style state evolution. v0=10 µm/s vlp=30 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25 µm
ε=5x10-4 σn=250 MPa P0=100 MPa
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We initially suspected that using the Ruina equation for state evolution would
result in more complete pore fluid depressurization due to the increased rate of pore
volume creation that is evident in Figure 1b. The results of our model analysis (Figure 5)
appear to show a more intricate effect. At k ≥10-16 m2 the pore pressure reduction is, as it
is with Dieterich state evolution, very small (<0.1 MPa). At lower permeabilities the
pore pressure response increases from 0.27 MPa at k=10-17 m2 to 7.7 MPa where k=10-21
m2. This outcome, where Ruina style state evolution results in less depressurization than
Dieterich state evolution, is at first glance counter-intuitive. We explain this result by
suggesting that, though the maximum rate of creation of pore space (dφ/dt) is higher
using the Ruina law, that using the Dieterich law dφ/dt remains sufficiently high over a
longer time period, resulting in more depressurization of the pore fluid.
As with pore pressure evolution the difference between the Dieterich and Ruina
laws with regard to the evolution of shear stress are small. At k ≥10-16 m2 the peak shear
stress is essentially unchanged from what it would be in a completely drained fault zone
at a value of 90.1 MPa. At k<10-16 m2 the peak shear stress begins to be more and more
controlled by decompression and subsequent diffusion of pore fluid in the fault zone. At
k=10-17 m2 the peak shear strength is 90.3 MPa, and 94.6 MPa when the permeability of

the fault zone is 10-21 m2.
Both the Dieterich and Ruina laws result in a fault zone that is very nearly
completely undrained when k=10-21 m2. The undrained pore fluid decompression can be
described by the equation [Samuelson et al., 2009]
∆Pmax =

−ε KW

φ0
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 vlp
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(19)

We will discuss ∆Pmax more fully later, but for the present case where ε=5x10-4, KW=2200
MPa, φ0=0.15, v0=10 µm/s, and vlp=30 µm/s, ∆Pmax equals 8.06 MPa, and therefore in the
most impermeable case presented here (k=10-21 m2) the fault zone is greater than 95%
undrained.

2.3.2 Variable Dilatancy Coefficient
Based on previous experimental results we have chosen to vary the dilatancy
coefficient (ε) over the range 10-5 to 10-3 [Marone et al., 1990; Samuelson et al., 2009].
In these cases the permeability is held constant at 10-19 m2, and all other parameters are
identical to those used in the permeability analysis of section 3.1. Using this low a
permeability there is a reduction in pore fluid pressure at all values used for ε for both
types of state evolution (Figures 6 & 7).
Using the Dieterich law the magnitude of the pore fluid decompression varies
from 0.1 MPa where ε=10-5 to 8.4 MPa at ε=10-3 (Figure 6a). We can seen that when ε is
large there is an elastic overshoot of the slider that results in a periodic “ringing” of the
pore pressure (and shear stress) around the eventual steady-state value. Using the ∆Pmax
term to describe how nearly undrained the fault zone is in this case is slightly more
complicated than for variable permeability since it has a different value for each different
dilatancy coefficient, but it is important to note that the fault zone is greater than 50%
undrained in all cases and is actually more undrained at lower values for ε, though
obviously the overall magnitude of the depressurization is larger when ε is also large.
When ε=10-5 the increase in shear strength due to dilatancy hardening is nominal
with a maximum shear strength of 90.2 MPa (Figure 6b). When ε is increased to 10-3,
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Figure 6 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable dilatancy coefficient from 10-5 to 10-3,
using Dieterich style state evolution. v0=10 µm/s vlp=30 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25
µm k=10-19 m2 σn=250 MPa P0=100 MPa
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Figure 7 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable dilatancy coefficient from 10-5 to 10-3,
using Ruina style state evolution. v0=10 µm/s vlp=30 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25 µm
k=10-19 m2 σn=250 MPa P0=100 MPa
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dilatancy hardening is much more pronounced, with maximum shear strength reaching 95
MPa. Due to the low permeability of the modeled fault zone in this case, the time
necessary for pore fluid to flow into the fault results in the critical slip distance being
effectively increased in all cases.
Comparing the two state evolution styles we see that Ruina evolution (Figure 7a)
results in less pore fluid decompression and a smaller shear strength increase than the
Dieterich law (Figure 6a). At ε=10-5 the difference between Dieterich and Ruina state
evolution is negligible, with a 0.1 MPa reduction in pore pressure, however when the
dilatancy coefficient is larger (ε=10-3) the difference between the two evolution styles is
more pronounced with pore fluid pressure being reduced by only 6.1 MPa using the
Ruina law, as opposed to 8.4 MPa using Dieterich evolution.
Despite the decompression of the pore fluid, the maximum shear strength when

ε =10-5 using the Ruina law is actually suppressed from a completely drained scenario not
even reaching 90.1 MPa (Figure 7b). This interesting suppression is a result of elastic
feedbacks between the acceleration of the slider towards vlp and the decompressing pore
fluid. When ε =10-3 the maximum shear strength is increased to 93.7 MPa. There is a
clear increase in the effective values of the direct effect and the critical slip distance as ε
is increased from 10-5 to 10-3.
These results indicate an important relationship between pore fluid pressure
reduction and ε, due to the increasing potential for depressurization resulting from
increased dilatancy resulting from a velocity step of any given size as ε increases.
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2.3.3 Variable Load Point Velocity
The final variable we present in this manuscript is load point velocity (vlp) to
which shearing is increased over the background sliding velocity, v0. By increasing vlp
we also increase the eventual porosity to which the fault zone evolves in its new steady
state, thereby increasing the rate of change of porosity since it still evolves to the new
steady state over the same critical slip distance DC. With the increase in dφ/dt there is an
increase in the rate of decompression of the pore fluid, yet the rate of fluid flow into the
fault zone is still controlled by the permeability of the fault zone. In general, we find that
the higher vlp the higher the magnitude of the dilatancy hardening. All parameters in
these model runs are as in the previous two sections with the specification that k=10-19
m2, ε=5x10-4, and we vary vlp from a 3-fold increase over v0, 10 to 30 µm/s, to a 100-fold
increase from 10 to 1000 µm/s.
Using the Dieterich law we see using this relatively low value for permeability
there is a significant reduction in pore pressure at all values for vlp (Figure 8a). When
vlp=30 µm/s pore pressure is reduced by 4.7 MPa, scaling up to a 31.5 MPa reduction as a

result of a 1000 µm/s velocity step. Using higher values for vlp results in a higher
magnitude of undrained pore pressure change (∆Pmax), regardless of the increased
potential for depressurization the results of these model runs show that the fault zone
becomes increasingly undrained as vlp is increased ranging from approximately 58%
undrained at 30 µm/s up to nearly 94% undrained at 1000 µm/s.
Shear strength increase resulting from the decompression of pore fluid in these
cases is dramatic (Figure 8b). With only a 30 µm/s velocity step the maximum shear
strength is increased to 92.8 MPa, a response which completely overshadows the shear
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Figure 8 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable as a function of the magnitude of the
velocity increase from 10 µm/s to 30, 100, 300 or 1000 µm/s, using Dieterich style state
evolution. v0=10 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25 µm k=10-19 m2 ε=5x10-4 σn=250 MPa
P0=100 MPa
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strength response due to the evolution of µ. When vlp=1000 µm/s the maximum shear
strength of the fault zone reaches 108.5 MPa, dwarfing a purely drained response which
would only lead to a peak shear strength of 90.7 MPa.
Using Ruina state evolution results in much smaller, though still quite large,
reductions in pore pressure (Figure 9a). When vlp=30 µm/s pore pressure is reduced by
3.8 MPa in creasing to a reduction of 20.2 MPa at 1000 µm/s. ∆Pmax is identical
regardless of the type of state evolution used, resulting in a fault zone that ranges from
47% to 60% undrained using Ruina style state evolution. As with the Dieterich law the
fault zone becomes increasingly undrained at progressively higher shear rates.
Shear strength is increased at all sliding velocities (Figure 9b). When vlp=30 µm/s
the peak shear strength is 92.2 MPa, swamping the drained frictional response which
would only lead to a peak of 90.14 MPa. At a load point velocity of 1000 µm/s the shear
strength increases to a maximum of 101.8 MPa, not nearly as high as using the Dieterich
law, but still completely overwhelming the purely frictional response.

2.3.4 on-Dimensional Analysis
It can be useful to look at these numerical results in a non-dimensional form,
particularly in this case to understand how near to fully undrained a fault zone is, or
alternatively to understand how fully depressurized a fault zone becomes as a result of
dilational decompression. We use the non-dimensional terms
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Figure 9 – Dilatant rate- and state- dependent pore pressure (A) and shear strength (B)
response to a velocity step as a function of variable as a function of the magnitude of the
velocity increase from 10 µm/s to 30, 100, 300 or 1000 µm/s, using Ruina style state
evolution. v0=10 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015 DC=25 µm k=1x10-19 m2 ε=5x10-4 σn=250 MPa
P0=100 MPa
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where the subscript D denotes the dimensionless variable.

(20)

PD is presented in two

formats, the first will provide a measurement of the degree of pore fluid depressurization
the fault zone experiences (Figure 10A,B,C), and the second is a measure of how fully
undrained the fault zone is as a result of dilational decompression (Figure 10D,E,F).
Using Ruina style state evolution we follow the same basic pattern of analysis as that
used in Figures 5,7, and 9, using the same parameter values as the analogous dimensional
results. As permeability is reduced from 10-14 m2 to 10-21 m2 the gouge layer transitions
from functionally drained to nearly completely undrained and ranges from 0 to ~8%
depressurization (Figure 10A,D).

Likewise varying ε from 10-5 to 10-3 results in

increasing depressurization from less than 1% to 6% (Figure 10B). Interestingly, though,
the degree of drainage of the gouge layer decreases from ~62% at ε=10-3 to 28% at ε=10-5
(Figure 10E), suggesting that the gouge layer is more fully undrained at lower values of

ε, a counter-intuitive result. Finally we see that increasing the size of the velocity step
from 10-30 µm/s to 10-1000 µm/s results in an increase in depressurization from
approximately 3% to over 20% (Figure 10C), and that the layer ranges from 54% to only
40% drained over the same velocity step range (Figure 10F).
We chose to use Ruina style state evolution for this dimensionless analysis, noting
that using Dieterich style evolution would result in differences of the same magnitude as
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Figure 10 – Dimensionless rate- and state-dependent pore pressure response to a velocity
step using Ruina style state evolution. Left-hand column non-dimensionalizes pressure
response to the initial pore pressure (P0), right-hand column by undrained pore pressure
drop (∆Pmax). A) & D) as a function of variable permeability (k) from 10-14 m2 to 10-21
m2. B) & E) as a function of variable dilatancy coefficient (ε) from 10-5 to 10-3. C) & F)
as a function of increasing velocity step size (vlp) from 10 µm/s to 30, 100, 300, or 1000
µm/s. Except when the parameter is the relevant variable, v0=10 µm/s a=0.001 b=0.0015
DC=25 µm k=1x10-19 m2 ε=5x10-4 vlp=30 µm/s σn=250 MPa P0=100 MPa
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the difference shown in Figures 4-9.

The non-dimensional analysis revealed that

permeability (k), viscosity (η), and the square of the half-layer thickness (L2) are linked in
Equations (18) and (20) as the ratio

k
, therefore, though we achieve the results of
η L2

Figures 4, 5, and 10A,D by decreasing the permeability of the gouge layer, the same
response would be elicited by increasing the pore fluid viscosity or the layer halfthickness appropriately.

2.3.5 Effective Constitutive Parameters
To determine the effective increase in the rate and state constitutive parameters
we took the model results of shear stress evolution from Figures 4 through 9, and
modeled a least squares best fit of the numerical results, identical to the process used to
obtain the friction constitutive parameters of experimental data [e.g. Blanpied et al.,
1998]. We focus here on the direct effect, related to the term a, from Equation (3), and
the critical slip distance, DC, over which shear stress evolves to the new background
value. We have chosen to model shear stress (τ), as opposed to friction (µ), because it is
in the shear stress response to an increased sliding velocity that we can see the effect of
transient depressurization of the fault zone; with massive increases in τ and DC nearly
entirely due to increased effective stress. We can describe the evolution of shear stress
resulting from increased sliding velocity by multiplying Equation (3) by the effective
normal stress (σ’),

v
 v0θ 
 + B ln 
,
 v0 
 DC 

τ = τ 0 + A ln 

where A, and B are the combined terms aσ’ and bσ’ respectively.

(21)

An inherent

assumption in the inverse fitting model is that σ’ is constant throughout the evolution of
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shear stress. Though in our case this is an incorrect assumption, the fitting still provides
an measure of effective values for A and DC, and provides an important description of the
reasoning behind why nucleating earthquakes in a fault zone with efficient dilatant
hardening is difficult, based upon a critical stiffness argument. In all subsequent cases
the drained values for A and DC are 0.15 MPa and 25 µm respectively.
We varied the permeability of our fault zone over the range 10-14 to 10-21 m2, and
over that range, using both the Dieterich and Ruina state evolution equations, a 6000 µm
thick fault zone ranges from being nearly completely drained to nearly completely
undrained. As a result of this transition we move from a situation where A’≈A and

DC’≈DC when the layer is drained, to a situation where A’ >> A and DC’ >> DC (Figure
11). When k≥10-16 m2 the Dieterich law shows no change in A’ from the input value, DC’
is likewise unaffected by what small pore fluid depressurization takes place at these
permeabilities. At lower permeabilities (k<10-16 m2) A’ and DC’ progressively increase.
When k=10-17 m2 the effectiveness of dilatancy hardening at increasing A’ and DC’ is
small but noticeable with A’=0.30 MPa and DC’=31 µm. At k=10-21 m2 A’ experiences a
nearly 30-fold increase to 4.3 MPa and DC’ has increased over 400 times to 12,000 µm.
Ruina state evolution results in similar, but subtly different, changes in DC’ and A’ as
permeability of the fault zone changes. At relatively high permeability (k≥10-16 m2) the
fault zone does not experience any significant dilatant hardening resulting in increased
maximum shear strength, but it is sufficient to result in increased post-peak shear strength
leading to slight increases in DC’ to 36 µm. This subtle increase in DC’ over the input
value also leads to a decrease in A’ since smaller values for A and B are necessary to get
the same peaks in shear strength with an elastically coupled shear zone that has a larger
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Figure 11 – Effective alteration of the friction constitutive parameters A and DC as a
function of decreasing gouge layer permeability. Calculated by inverse fitting of data
from Figure 4B & 5B. A) A’ is the effective value of the direct effect, which controls the
increase in shear strength in response to a velocity step. B) DC’ is the effective value of
the critical slip distance, the sliding distance over which friction evolves from one steady
state to another in response to a velocity step.
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DC. In this case A’ is ~0.08 MPa, a decrease over the input value, when permeability is
10-16 m2 or greater.

When permeability is less than 10-16 m2 both A’ and DC’ are

increased over the input value. At k=10-17 m2 A’ is increased to 0.2 MPa, and DC’ is
increased slightly to 35 µm. When k=10-21 m2 the increases in A’ and DC’ are dramatic
with A’=4.1 MPa and DC’=16,000 µm. DC’ is significantly larger using Ruina evolution
because of the inherently rapid evolution of that law. The evolution of shear strength
using Ruina at low permeability is very similar to that using Dieterich because of the
large reduction in pore pressure and the subsequent flow of fluid into the fault zone
which is time dependent, so while the shear stress lines themselves look very similar to fit
the same evolution using Ruina evolution requires a much larger DC’ than when using
Dieterich evolution.
Figure 12 shows the results of inverting the model data when we vary the
dilatancy coefficient (ε) over the experimentally determined range 10-5 to 10-3. We used
a relatively low permeability, k=10-19 m2 and found that fault zone pore fluid was
depressurized at all values of ε, significantly so beginning at ε≥10-4. At ε=10-5 DC’ is
increased to 72 µm using the Dieterich law, and 97 µm using Ruina. In both cases A’ is
reduced from the input value due the small magnitude of the pore fluid depressurization
that is still sufficient to lead to increased DC’. Using Dieterich evolution A’=0.09 MPa,
and A’=0.08 MPa using Ruina evolution. As ε increases the magnitude of dilatancy
hardening increases, and with it A’ and DC’ are likewise increased.

When ε=10-3

dilatancy hardening is significant resulting in A’=5.4 MPa & DC’=194 µm using
Dieterich evolution, and A’=3.7 MPa & DC’=317 µm using Ruina evolution. Again that
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Figure 12 – Effective alteration of the friction constitutive parameters A and DC as a
function of variable dilatancy coefficient. Calculated by inverse fitting of data from
Figure 6B & 7B. A) A’ is the effective value of the direct effect, which controls the
increase in shear strength in response to a velocity step. B) DC’ is the effective value of
the critical slip distance, the sliding distance over which friction evolves from one steady
state to another in response to a velocity step.
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DC’ is larger using the Ruina law is consistent with the time dependent flow of fluid into
the fault zone and the general behavior of the Ruina law.
Finally we varied the magnitude of the increase in shearing velocity (vlp) of the
fault zone, in all cases the initial shear velocity is 10 µm/s, we then increase the velocity
to 30, 100, 300, or 1000 µm/s. We used k=10-19 m2 and ε=5x10-4 for all simulations, and
found significant dilatancy hardening all vlp. At vlp=30 µm/s A’ equals 3.3 and 2.6 MPa
for the Dieterich and Ruina laws respectively, both cases are well above the drained value
of 0.15 MPa. DC’ at vlp=30 µm/s is also above the input value at 177 µm for Dieterich
evolution and 275 µm for Ruina evolution (Figure 13). When vlp is increased to 100µm/s
using the Ruina law results in a larger A’ than the Dieterich law, and the difference
between the two increases as vlp continues increasing. At vlp=1000 µm/s A’ is 3.7 MPa
for Dieterich and 11.5 MPa for Ruina. DC’ is larger for Ruina at all velocity steps for
reasons we have previously described, growing to nearly 5900 µm at vlp=1000 µm/s, and
only 2200 µm using Dieterich evolution. Again it is the time dependency of the decay of
shear strength that leads to the extremely large values for DC’ for Ruina evolution, even
as compared to Dieterich evolution.

2.3.6 Phase Plane Analysis
Finally we present a phase plane analysis of the data in sections 2.3.1-2.3.3
(Figures 14-16). The plots are particularly useful in illustrating the differences between
the types of state evolution, and also in showing the progression of shear stress as the
shearing velocity accelerates from v0 to vlp. In all figures the results using Dieterich state
evolution are shown in the top panel, and Ruina evolution in the lower panel. The dashed
line represents the steady state reduction in shear strength that result from the velocity
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Figure 13 – Effective alteration of the friction constitutive parameters A and DC as a
function of increasing load-point velocity. Calculated by inverse fitting of data from
Figure 8B & 9B. A) A’ is the effective value of the direct effect, which controls the
increase in shear strength in response to a velocity step. B) DC’ is the effective value of
the critical slip distance, the sliding distance over which friction evolves from one steady
state to another in response to a velocity step.
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weakening parameters we chose ((a-b)=-0.0005). Using the Dieterich formulation of
state evolution, as mentioned previously, results in shear stress evolution that behaves in
a nearly completely drained manner when permeability is at least 10-16 m2.

At

permeabilities lower than 10-16 m2 the shear stress is increased over a drained layer, and it
appears that the layer begins to be depressurized when ln(v/v0)≈0.5 or in this specific case
when the velocity has reached about 16 µm/s, on the way towards 30 µm/s (Figure 14).
Using Ruina style evolution we actually plot the completely drained response, and find
that it looks similar to the high permeability response when using the Dieterich law.
However when the permeability of the layer is reduced to even so high a level as k=10-14
m2, the peak shear strength shifts to the left occurring at a lower shearing velocity, post
peak the shearing velocity slows down as shear stress relaxes, and finally accelerates
again before reaching the new steady state shear strength. As permeability decreases
further the behavior becomes more and more similar to Dieterich evolution.
Comparison of Dieterich and Ruina style state evolution over a dilatancy
coefficient range from 10-5 to 10-3 indicates that the differences based solely on style of
state evolution are small, beyond simply the increased magnitude of dilatancy hardening
experienced under the Dieterich law (Figure 15). We use vlp=30 µm/s in all cases when
varying the dilatancy coefficient, and k=10-19 m2. As the shear velocity of the fault zone
accelerates from v0 to vlp, the velocity at which significant dilatancy hardening begins is
decreased at higher values for ε. When ε≤3x10-5 there is no obvious change from a layer
than behaves in a drained manner, but beginning at ε=10-4 the velocity at which the fault
zone begins to depressurize decreases from ~25 µm/s to ~15 µm/s at ε=10-3.
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Figure 14 – Phase plane analysis of the data from Figures 4B & 5B. Increase in shear
strength (normalized by the direct effect) is plotted as a function of the slider velocity as
it accelerates from v0 to vlp. Steady state line indicates the steady-state shear strength for
velocity steps of any given size for the case (a-b)=-0.0005 A) Dieterich style state
evolution over the permeability range 10-14-10-21 m2. B) Ruina style state evolution.
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Figure 15 – Phase plane analysis of the data from Figures 6B & 7B. Steady state line
indicates the steady-state shear strength for velocity steps of any given size for the case
(a-b)=-0.0005 A) Dieterich style state evolution over the dilatancy coefficient range 10-510-3. B) Ruina style state evolution.
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Increasing the size of the velocity step to which we subject a fault zone results in
interesting differences between the Dieterich and Ruina styles of state evolution (Figure
16). The dashed line shows the steady state decrease that is expected in shear strength as
a result of any given size of velocity increase, and is again indicative of the velocity
weakening nature of the model we have created. These plots are of particular interest,
along with those using variable permeability, because they suggest significant differences
between the two styles of state evolution. Bayart et al. [2006] indicates that for large
velocity steps (vlp≈100v0) the Ruina formulation of state evolution provides a much more
accurate representation of the response of friction to velocity steps, and in a similar way
the results presented here, particularly those in Figures 14 and 16, could allow for the
tuning of a physical experiment that may shed light on the superiority of one state
evolution formulation over the other.

2.4 DISCUSSIO
In order for a fault zone to be capable of hosting unstable stick-slip sliding, two
conditions must be met. First is that upon an increase in shearing velocity the new steady
state shear strength of the fault zone must be lower than prior to the increase, i.e.

dτss/dv<0 [Dieterich, 1978, 1979; Ruina, 1983]. In cases where dτss/dv > 0 a fault zone
will slide stably, regardless of whether or not the second condition is met. This condition
is met in all cases in the numerical results presented here because we dictated that (a-

b)<0, resulting in a material that is frictionally weaker at increased shearing velocity. As
long as a fault zone is not completely undrained, dilatancy hardening only delays the
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Figure 16 – Phase plane analysis of the data from Figures 8B & 9B. Steady state line
indicates the steady-state shear strength for velocity steps of any given size for the case
(a-b)=-0.0005 A) Dieterich style state evolution for velocity step sizes from 10 µm/s to
30, 100, 300, or 1000 µm/s. B) Ruina style state evolution.
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onset of velocity weakening in a fault zone, it does not change velocity weakening into
velocity strengthening.
The second condition is based upon the elastic stiffness of the loading system. In
order for the slider to slip unstably the stiffness of the loading system, the spring in our
model (Figure 2a), must be beneath a certain threshold (Kcr). When this condition is met,
it allows the shear strength of the fault zone to decrease faster than the spring providing
the shear stress is able to unload upon initiation of an instability. During the period when
the load provided by the spring is greater than the shear strength of the fault zone, the
slider will accelerate forward until such time as the loading system and the frictional
strength have balanced one another and the slider comes to a stop, or at least returns to its
pre-instability shearing velocity. Kcr is therefore controlled by the distance over which
shear stress evolves from one steady-state to another upon an increase in shearing
velocity, and also on the need to overcome the peak shear strength after the onset of the
faster shearing velocity,

K cr =

σ ' (b − a ) 
DC

mv0 2  B − A  mv0 2 
1 +
=
1 +
,
DC  ADC 
 σ ' aDC 

(22)

where m is the mass of the slider. This formulation of the critical stiffness (Kcr) takes into
account inertial effects, which can be removed by allowing m=0, though doing so would
negate the contribution of a high peak shear strength [Roy and Marone, 1996]. Our
numerical model shows that, as a result of quasi-undrained dilatancy, the effective rate
and state parameters A’ and DC’ are increased beyond what they would be in a fully
drained fault zone. Even at a relatively slow slip velocity of 30 µm/s, DC’ is effectively
increased 640 times from 25 µm to 16000 µm (using Ruina evolution), and A’ from 0.15
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to 4.1 MPa in a very low permeability fault zone. As a result of these increases the
critical stiffness of the loading system becomes much smaller as both A’ and DC’ are in
the denominator of Equation (22). In particular the inertial portion of Equation (22) will
essentially disappear in a nearly undrained fault zone due to DC’ being squared. In the
most extreme case presented here (k=10-21 m2) the inertial term of Equation (22) is over
100,000 times smaller than in a completely drained fault zone, solely due to the effective
increase in A’ and DC’. Even ignoring the inertial term, our numerical results suggest the
need for a loading system that is 640 times more compliant than in a drained fault zone
because of the increase in DC’.
This analysis suggests that nucleating dynamic earthquake slip within a region
where dilatancy hardening is efficient would prove difficult. Arguments have been made
that seismicity varies with depth due to changes in the combined rate and state friction
parameter (a-b) which can vary with depth from (a-b) > 0 at shallow depths where fault
wear material is unlithified, grading to (a-b) < 0 at seismogenic depths where there is
increased lithification of the fault gouge, and finally where (a-b) is once again greater
than zero at extreme depths where crystal plasticity promotes stable sliding [Scholz,
1998; Saffer and Marone, 2003]. There could likewise be changes in the drainage state
of fault zone with depth or lateral extent, leading to areas where dilatancy hardening is so
efficient that earthquakes simply cannot nucleate leading to a stably creeping fault.
Additionally such regions of efficient dilatancy hardening would tend to arrest the
propagation of shear rupture, similar to those regions described as conditionally stable by

Scholz [1998].
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The increases in A’ and DC’ are shown here to be so large that it becomes difficult
to imagine earthquakes nucleating in any fault zone, particularly considering that our
velocity steps were from 10 to 30 µm/s in most cases. At k=10-21 m2 the fault zone is
depressurized to over 95% of ∆Pmax as a result of a 3-fold increase in shearing velocity.
As vlp reaches seismic rates (~1 m/s  vlp/v0=105) ∆Pmax becomes so large (Figure 17)
that a completely depressurized fault zone is reasonable, leading to an effective increase
in both A and DC so large that nucleation of instabilities is nearly impossible to imagine.
Since earthquakes do occur however, there must be some other way of dissipating shear
stress rapidly enough to result in a critical stiffness that could allow stick-slip unstable
sliding, perhaps through thermal pressurization of the pore fluid [Bizzarri and Cocco,

2006a,b; Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006], enhanced along strike permeability, or
possibly through a transient change in the location of the slip surface from the center to
the edge of the fault core as decreased fluid pressure strengthens the innermost regions of
the fault core.

2.5 CO CLUSIO S
We find that increases in shearing velocity (vlp), and dilatancy coefficient (ε),
along with decreases in fault zone permeability (k), can result in fault zones with
dilatancy hardening sufficiently effective as to result in very large increases in the rate
and state constitutive parameters A, and DC. These increases are so large that the critical
stiffness of a system so behaved is reduced to such an extent that it would become
extremely difficult to nucleate dynamic unstable slip, necessitating another mechanism to
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Figure 17 – Undrained pore pressure drop (∆Pmax) as a function of velocity step size for
the dilatancy coefficient range used. As ε and (vlp/v0) increase volumetric strain and
therefore the potential for pore fluid decompression likewise increase.
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reduce shear stress rapidly, likely processes are shear heating of pore fluid, enhanced
along strike permeability, or transience of the dilatant slip surface.
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3.0 ABSTRACT
We describe laboratory experiments on dilatancy and friction constitutive
properties of granular fault zones.

We focus in particular on the dilatancy

coefficient ε defined in the context of rate/state friction theory by the change in porosity

∆φ resulting from a perturbation in shearing velocity ∆v: ε= ∆φ/∆ln(v). Velocity stepping
experiments were conducted in the double-direct shear geometry on a range of materials
including quartz sand, illite shale, Westerly Granite, ocean drilling program core
claystone (ODP 1173-71x), and samples from the San Andreas Fault (SAFOD Phase III).
Tests were conducted dry, at room temperature and humidity, at normal stresses σ, from
5 to 30 MPa and slip velocities of 3 to 300 µm/s. Experiments on quartz sand explored
the influence of particle size on ε. We find a strong positive correlation between initial
grain-size and ε at σ = 5 MPa but the correlation disappears at higher normal stress,
consistent with grain comminution. For Westerly Granite ε varies from 2.0x10-4 at 5
MPa to 1.2x10-4 at 30 MPa, while for illite shale and the ODP claystone, ε is ~ 1.4x10-4
under the same conditions. The SAFOD shale showed the highest value for ε at all
normal stresses, varying from 5.5x10-4 at 5 MPa to 2.9x10-4 at 30 MPa. Our experiments
show that dilation correlates strongly with mean grain-size when σ is 10 MPa or less,
suggesting that immature fault gouge may exhibit greater dilation than mature fault gouge
that has undergone significant comminution. Our experiments also show that mineral
composition of the gouge may play an important role in fault zone dilatancy, in particular
the SAFOD shales exhibit strong dilatancy which may be a factor in explaining the stable
sliding typical of the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault.
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3.1 I TRODUCTIO
Fault zone dilatancy has an important affect on the stability of fluid saturated
faults. Recent works have explored the role of dilation on earthquake nucleation [Segall

and Rice, 1995; Shibazaki, 2005; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008], thermal pressurization
during fault slip [Andrews, 2002; Garagash and Rudnicki, 2003a,b; Bizzarri and Cocco,
2006a,b; Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006; Bizzarri, 2009], and rupture velocity [Segall

and Rubin, 2007; Rubin, 2008], yet in many cases the value for the dilatancy coefficient
used in these studies is based on a single set of experiments [Marone, 1990], or in the
case of Shibazaki [2005] several orders of magnitude lower than indicated by Marone
[1990] or more recent studies [Samuelson et al., 2009]. The purpose of this paper is to
provide a broader experimental analysis of fault zone dilatancy, and its variability with
normal stress, grain-size, and material composition, than is currently available in the
literature.
The friction dilatancy coefficient ε is a key parameter that determines fault slip
behavior.

When slip speed on a fault zone increases, as during nucleation of an

earthquake, many conjugate processes take place that ultimately determine whether the
fault slides stably or in unstable stick-slip sliding. Among the more important processes
are the evolution of frictional strength, frictional heating of pore fluids, and fault zone
dilatancy. As slip rate increases the frictional strength (µ) of a fault zone will evolve
from one steady-state to another as described by the rate- and state-dependant friction law
[Dieterich, 1979, 1981; Ruina, 1983],
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v
 v0θ
 + b ln 
 v0 
 DC

µ = µ0 + a ln 

dθ
vθ
= 1−
dt
DC



 ,





(1)

where a and b are empirical scaling parameters, v is the sliding velocity, θ is a state
variable that evolves with time or displacement, DC is an e-folding distance over which
friction evolves, and µ0 is an initial reference friction at the initial sliding velocity v0.
The parameters of the rate and state friction law are often determined via velocity
stepping tests (Figure 1). Upon an increase in sliding velocity, there is an instantaneous
increase in the coefficient of friction that is controlled both by the magnitude of the
velocity step (v/v0) and the friction direct effect, a. Friction then decays over the critical
slip distance, DC, by an amount proscribed by the evolution effect, b, and by the ratio

v/v0. The schematic representation in Figure 1 shows a velocity weakening case, where
the combined term (a-b) is less than 0, meaning that as slip velocity increases frictional
strength decreases, a necessary condition for unstable sliding. Porosity also evolves in
response to changes in sliding velocity, evolving over roughly the same slip distance (DC)
as friction, implying a similar mechanism [Marone et al., 1990; Segall and Rice, 1995;

Samuelson et al., 2009]. Change in porosity, ∆φ, can therefore be described using a
similar formulation to the rate and state friction law,

vθ
∆φ = −ε ln  0
 DC


,


(2)

where v0, θ, and DC are as in equation (1), and ε is a scaling factor, similar to a and b, that
controls the magnitude of porosity change in response to a velocity step of any given size
[Segall and Rice, 1995]. Figure 1 shows the evolution of porosity in response to
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Figure 1 - Schematic representation of the friction and porosity response to an increase
in shear velocity. Frictional response is controlled by the rate and state friction law
(Equation (1)) [Dieterich, 1979, 1981; Ruina, 1983], while the porosity response is
controlled by Equation (2), developed by Segall and Rice [1995]. Friction and porosity
evolve over roughly the same slip distance (DC) and the magnitude of the response due
do acceleration from sliding velocity v0 to v is controlled by the parameters a and b for
friction, and ε for porosity.
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increased sliding velocity, highlighting the similarity between porosity and friction
evolution. The importance of dilatancy with regards to the stability of frictional sliding is
largely related to the decompression of pore fluid that can accompany an increase in
porosity. Many studies have been conducted suggesting that in situations where low
permeability limits the rate of fluid diffusion into a fault zone, and where fluid
depressurization is consequently significant, that dilatancy can significantly inhibit the
nucleation of unstable slip [Rice, 1975; Rice and Rudnicki, 1979; Rudnicki and Chen,
1988; Scholz, 1988; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Segall and Rice, 1995; Hillers and

Miller, 2006; Sleep, 2006; Hillers and Miller, 2007; Samuelson et al., 2009]. Numerical
studies by our group have suggested that low permeability fault zones (10-19 m2)
subjected to a 1000-fold increase in sliding velocity could experience reductions in pore
pressure of over 30 MPa [Samuelson et al., 2009].
Recent studies have shown that frictional heating of pore fluid, and associated
reductions in effective stress, due to thermal pressurization, may also impose an
important control on the stability of fault zones [Andrews, 2002; Garagash and Rudnicki,
2003a,b; Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006a,b; Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006, Hirose and

Bystricky, 2007; Bizzarri, 2009]. Studies by Segall and Rice [2006], and Rice [2006]
suggest that early in the nucleation regime rate and state frictional behavior dominates the
stability of slip, but shear heating begins to dominate at slip speeds on the order of 1
mm/s and total slip displacements of 0.1 mm, suggesting that in some cases thermal
pressurization of pore fluids can reduce fault strength to near zero.
In order for dilational decompression or thermal pressurization of pore fluid to
significantly affect the strength and stability of a fault, the rate at which fluid can diffuse
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in or out of the fault zone must be limited. Many studies have been conducted that have
shown that permeability of real and simulated fault gouges can be as low as 10-19-10-21 m2
at normal stresses between 10 and 200 MPa [Faulkner and Rutter, 2000; Wibberly, 2002;

Faulkner, 2004; Ikari, 2009]. When hydraulic diffusivity significantly limits the rate of
fluid diffusion in or out of a fault zone the interplay between thermal pressurization and
dilational decompression becomes important, and a more detailed understanding of the
variability of dilatancy is vital. The data of Marone et al. [1990] show that the dilatancy
coefficient, ε, for Ottawa sand is approximately 1.7x10-4, and a more detailed study by

Samuelson et al. [2009] shows variability of ε between 0.5x10-4 and 3.0x10-4 over a
normal stress range from 0.5 to 20 MPa. The purpose of this paper is to present a more
detailed experimental analysis of dilatancy, with measurements of ε over a range of
normal stresses, gouge material compositions, and grain-sizes, in hopes of providing a
more detailed understanding of the dilatant process, and consequently a superior
understanding of dilatancy in determining fault strength and stability.

3.2 EXPERIME TAL METHODS
3.2.1 Experimental Technique
Experiments were conducted in double-direct shear arrangement in the biaxial
deformation apparatus (Figure 2A) commonly used in our laboratory for friction
experiments [e.g. Mair and Marone, 1999; Karner and Marone, 2001; Frye and Marone,
2002; Anthony and Marone, 2005; Ikari et al., 2007; Savage and Marone, 2007; Johnson

et al., 2008; *iemeijer et al., 2008; Rathbun et al., 2008; Samuelson et al., 2008;
Samuelson et al., 2009]. A horizontally-oriented hydraulic ram applies normal force to
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Figure 2 – A) Biaxial deformation apparatus used to conduct experiments described in
herein. B) Two granular layers were sandwiched between three steel forcing blocks with
a 5 cm x 5 cm contact area. Normal load was applied using horizontally oriented
hydraulic ram, and shear load was applied by driving vertically oriented ram down,
pushing the center forcing block through the granular layers.
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the sample configuration, sandwiching two granular layers between three steel forcingblocks (Figure 2B). Normal stress is maintained constant in load-feedback servo control
over the 5 cm x 5 cm contact area. Shear force is then applied by driving the vertically
oriented hydraulic ram down, pushing the center block through the granular layers in
either load- or displacement-feedback control. Normal and shear loads are measured via
load cells adjacent to the sample configuration with 0.1 kN precision. Displacement of
both the horizontal and vertical hydraulic rams is measured by direct current
displacement transducers (DCDT) with 0.1 µm resolution.

Granular layers were

constructed in a precision leveling jig with an initial thickness of 4 mm in the case of
most experiments, and 6 mm in one suite of experiments due to worry of enhanced layer
compaction (Tables 1&2). Layer thickness under applied normal load was measured
using calipers, prior to the onset of shear displacement.
To measure the scaling factor ε from Equation (2) and determine its variability
with normal stress, grain-size, and gouge composition we conducted a series of velocity
stepping experiments similar to those commonly used to measure the friction constitutive
parameters a and b (Figure 3A). Experiments were conducted at room temperature and
humidity, at normal stresses of 5, 10, 20, and 30 MPa. Each experiment consisted an
initial 6 mm run-in at 10 µm/s to reach steady state shear strength. After the run-in,
sliding velocity was instantaneously (within the elastic capability of the apparatus)
decreased to 3 µm/s for 600 µm, followed by steps of 10, 3, 30, 3, 100, 3, 300 µm/s. This
sequence of velocity steps is run 3 subsequent times, therefore each experiment consists
of four sets of 3.33, 10, 33.3, and 100-fold increases in sliding velocity from which
dilation can be measured.
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Table 1 – Experiments conducted on foundry sands F50, F70, F110, and F110/Min-U-Sil
40 to analyze the effects of variable grain-size on dilatancy. “H” column is the value
used to normalize the measurement of dilatancy in order to approximate a value of ∆φ, its
measurement is described in Figure 3.
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Table 2 – Experiments conducted on Westerly Granite, illite shale, ODP 1173-71x, and
two drill cutting samples from SAFOD Phase III, one from 10,455’ Hole-G (SAFOD),
and another from 10,366’-10,430’ Hole-E (SAFOD I.C.), used to investigate the
influence of mineral composition on dilation. “H” column is the value used to normalize
the measurement of dilatancy in order to approximate a value of ∆φ, its measurement is
described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – A) Results of experiment p2188, conducted at 30 MPa on F110 quartz sand,
showing both the frictional strength and layer thickness for the duration of the
experiment. Value “H” is used to normalize dilation (∆H) measurements in order to
approximate ∆φ. Long term trends in friction, such as the slight strain-hardening trend
observed here, are removed in order to determine the rate dependence of friction. B)
Zoomed in view of region outlined by dotted-lines in A), showing the results of an
individual velocity step from 3 to 30 µm/s. Long term thinning of layer thickness is
removed in order to make a detrended measurement of dilation (∆H).
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Our apparatus allows us to make very precise measurements of layer thickness
(H) and changes in layer thickness (∆H) using calipers and DCDT’s respectively.
Because our ability to measure changes in porosity (∆φ) is much more imprecise than our
ability to measure H and ∆H we choose to use the approximation

∆φ ≅

∆H
,
H

(3)

which has been justified further in Samuelson et al. [2009]. Experiments conducted in
the double-direct shear geometry are subject to continuous geometric thinning of the
sheared layer [e.g. Scott et al., 1994], which can be seen clearly in Figure 3A as the
gouge layer thins from ~3500 µm soon after shearing begins down to ~1600 µm at the
end of the experiment. Because Equation (3) requires that we divide ∆H by H in order to
approximate ∆φ, we must choose whether to use an instantaneous value of H at the time
of the velocity step, or to choose a constant value to use for every velocity step in an
experiment. Due to our belief that once shear strain has localized within the gouge layer
the thickness of the localized zone changes relatively little over the course of the
experiment, we believe it is more logical to normalize all measurements of dilation (∆H)
in an experiment by a single value of H. Previous experiments [Samuelson et al., 2009]
have shown that the using a constant value of H versus an instantaneous value of H
results in only small changes in the magnitude of ε.
It is clear from Figure 3B that we must also account for the geometric thinning of
the gouge layer in order to measure ∆H. We have chosen to detrend the layer thickness
data along the clear linear trend in the data, and set it equal to zero at the onset of the
velocity step, similar to the method of Mair and Marone [1999]. This leaves us with a
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detrended layer thickness value which is very similar in appearance to the schematic
representation of porosity change in Figure 1, making measurement of ∆H simple.

3.2.2 Experimental Materials
We conducted two separate suites of experiments designed to test the effect on
dilatancy of 1) grain-size (Table 1), and 2) gouge material composition (Table 2), and in
both cases the dependency of dilatancy on normal stress was analyzed. For the analysis
of grain-size dependency we used three different grades of foundry sand (F50, F70, and
F110) purchased from the U.S. Silica company, and one mixture of 80% F110 and 20%
Min-U-Sil 40 (M40), a fine grained silica sand ground to finer than 40 µm, all materials
are > 99% pure quartz. Grain-size analyses conducted by laser obscuration using a
Malvern Mastersizer [e.g. Ikari et al., 2007; Rathbun et al., 2008] show that F50, F70,
and F110 have narrow size bands of nearly identical shape of grain-size distribution
curve (Figure 4A). By volume, ~ 95% of F50 is between 754 µm and 141 µm, with a
median grain-size (d50) of 338 µm (Table 1). F70 is finer grained with ~ 95% of grains
falling between 409 µm and 103 µm, and d50=205 µm. F110 is the finest of the pure
foundry sands used in these experiments with d50=128 µm, and ~ 95% of the grains
falling between 259 µm and 66 µm. The 80/20 mixture of F110 and M40 is the finest
material in this suite of experiments with ~95 % of grains between 302 µm and 0.56 µm,
with d50=76 µm.
In order to understand the relationship between the composition of gouge layers
and dilation we conducted experiments on five different mixtures of fine grained material
(Figure 4B). We used ground Westerly Granite, illite shale, a siliceous claystone from
ODP Site 1173-71x near the Nankai Trough, and two samples from the SAFOD Phase III
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Figure 4 – A) Grain-size analysis of the foundry sands F50, F70, F110, and a mixture of
80% F110 and 20% Min-U-Sil 40. Analysis was conducted by laser obscuration using a
Malvern Mastersizer at the Penn State Materials Research Institute. B) Grain-size
analysis of samples used to determine dependency of dilation on gouge layer
composition, Westerly Granite, illite shale, clay-rich ODP 1173-71x, and SAFOD and
SAFOD I.C. both recovered as cuttings from the SAFOD Phase III drilling program.
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drilling from the mapped Great Valley Sequence, one sample from Hole G at 10,455’ and
the other from Hole E between 10,366’ and 10,430’. Hereafter we will refer to the HoleG sample as “SAFOD”, and the Hole E sample as “SAFOD I.C.” due to its use as part of
the Inter-lab Comparison project undertaken as part of the official SAFOD sample
analysis. Grain-size analysis shows that each of the materials tested in this suite of
experiments is approximately as fine as the 80/20-F110/M40 mixture or finer. Ground
Westerly granite shows d50=73 µm (Table 2), with ~95% of grains falling between 300

µm and 0.91 µm. The illite shale has d50=4 µm and ~95% of the material falls between
104 µm and 0.31 µm. The clay-rich material from ODP Site 1173-71x showed the finest
grain-size with d50=2 µm, and 95% falling between 96 µm and 0.31 µm. For the SAFOD
sample 95% of the material was between 222 µm and 0.36 µm, and d50=11 µm. Finally
SAFOD I.C. has d50=40 µm, and 95% falls between 222 µm and 1.2 µm.
Material analysis shows that Westerly Granite is 28% quartz, 36% microcline,
31% plagioclase, and 5% biotite [Wawersik and Brace, 1971]. The illite shale is 59%
illite, 23% quartz, 9% kaolinite/dickite, and 4% plagioclase [Saffer and Marone, 2003].
The sample from ODP Site 1173-71x was described as a “brown siliceous claystone”
[Wilson et al., 2003], and samples nearby have an approximate composition of 30%
smectite, 38% illite, 20% chlorite/kaolinite, and 12% quartz [Steurer and Underwood,
2003]. This sample is from a depth near a strong increase in illite at the expense of
smectite, and so the relative percentages of those minerals is likely only accurate ± ~5%.
Both SAFOD samples are from the Great Valley sequence, and are mineralogically
similar.

While we do not have volume percentages for the SAFOD sample, XRD

analysis shows the material to be predominantly quartz, and plagioclase, with a small
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percentage (~5%) of clay minerals.

The SAFOD I.C. sample is 57% quartz, 21%

plagioclase/potassium feldspar, 4% chlorite, 3% calcite, 1% pyrite, and 14% clay
minerals [Zorzi, Ferri, and Di Toro, personal communication].

3.3 RESULTS
Our experiments confirm the predictions of the rate and state friction law, and the
associated dilatancy evolution law, described in Equations (3) and (4), that an increase in
sliding velocity yields an instantaneous increase in µ, followed by decay to a new steady
state value, and also that the fault zone will dilate towards a new steady state value, both
over approximately the critical slip distance, DC (Figure 3B). The slight strain hardening
trend observed in Figure 3A is not uncommon in our experiments, and in all cases where
the friction rate parameter (a-b) is discussed, any long term trend in friction has been
removed.

Regardless of long term trends, both friction and layer thickness are

consistently seen to reach a steady state value over the 600 µm displacement range of any
individual velocity step.

3.3.1 Grain-Size Dependent Variability of Dilation
Equation (2) coupled with the state evolution (dθ/dt) term from Equation (1)
provides a good description of the evolution of porosity in response to increased sliding
velocity.

At steady state the state evolution term is zero, leading to the common

description of the state variable at the average lifespan of a set of frictional contacts at
any given velocity, θ = v/DC. Rearranging this formulation of θ and substituting into
Equation (2), gives a calculation of the steady state change in porosity resulting from
increased sliding velocity,
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v 
∆φ = −ε ln  0  ,
v

(4)

or, using the approximation of ∆φ described previously,

v
∆H
= ε ln   .
H
 v0 

(5)

We conducted velocity stepping experiments, to determine the variability of the dilatancy
coefficient, ε, both as a function of grain-size and as a function of normal stress within
any particular grain-size. Given Equation (5), we plot the change in porosity (∆H/H) as a
function of the log of the increase in sliding velocity, where in all cases v0 is 3 µm/s and v
is 10, 30, 100, or 300 µm/s, over a normal stress range from 5 to 30 MPa (Figure 5). We
plot a best fit line of the data, forcing the fit through zero; hence, following Equation (5),
the slope of the best fit is equal to ε. We choose to force the force the fit through zero
because Equation (5) states that as the size of the velocity step becomes smaller and
smaller (v/v0  1) the change in porosity approaches zero. A true non-zero intercept
would indicate a long term trend of dilation or compaction, but our data support the
assumption of a zero intercept.
The foundry sands used in these experiments exhibit values for ε on the order of
10-4, consistent with previously published data [Marone et al., 1990; Samuelson et al.,
2009]. For F50, the coarsest material tested in this suite of experiments with a median
grain-size of 338 µm, ε varies from 1.1x10-4 at 30 MPa to 2.7x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 5A).
There is some scatter in the data, particularly at the larger velocity steps, but
differentiation between data at the highest and lowest normal stress is clear. The next
finest material tested was F70 (d50=205 µm) for which the dilatancy coefficient varies
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Figure 5 – Approximate change in porosity (∆H/H) plotted as a function of the log
velocity increase from 3 to 10, 30, 100, and 300 µm/s. The slope of the best fit lines
defines the dilatancy coefficient, ε. A) Foundry sand F50 (d50=338 µm) B) F70 (d50=205
µm) C) F110 (d50= 128 µm) D) 80% F110 – 20% Min-U-Sil 40 (d50=96 µm). Note that
the y-axis of C) and D) are identical and half that of A) and B)
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over a smaller range than F50, between 1.1x10-4 at 30 MPa to 2.0x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure
5B). Again, though there is scatter in the data at the largest velocity steps, differentiation
between ε at the different normal stresses is clear for F70. The dilatancy data for F110
(d50=128 µm) indicate a still smaller range in dilatancy coefficient, with ε varying from
1.1x10-4 at 30 MPa to 1.5x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 5C). For F110 scatter in the data is
sufficient to suggest that variation in dilatancy within the tested normal stress range is
negligible. For the 80/20-F110/M40 mixture, the finest quartz sand we tested (d50=96

µm), ε was lowest at 10 MPa, 1.1x10-4, and highest at 30 MPa, 1.4x10-4 (Figure 5D). As
with F110, the scatter in the dilation data is sufficient that for the F110/M40 mixture it is
difficult to legitimately differentiate between the different normal stress experiments.
Even a qualitative inspection of the data presented in Figure 5 shows a fairly clear
trend of increasing ε at the larger grain-sizes, particularly at low normal stress. We plot ε
as a function of normal stress for all of the materials tested in this analysis (Figure 6A),
and see clearly that at normal stresses of 10 MPa and lower there is a very strong
correlation between large grain-size and large ε. At 5 MPa there is clear separation of the
dilatancy between the different grain-sizes grading from ε=2.7x10-4 for F50, the coarsest
material, down to 1.2x10-4 for the F110/M40 mixture. At 10 MPa the same pattern is
seen, with F50 showing the maximum value for ε at 1.7x10-4, and the F110/M40 mixture
the lowest ε, at 1.1x10-4. Above 10 MPa the clear relationship between grain-size and the
magnitude of the dilatancy coefficient is no longer seen. At 20 MPa both F70 and the
F110/M40 mixture have ε=1.3x10-4, whereas F50 and F110 show a dilatancy coefficient
of approximately 1.1x10-4. Similarly at 30 MPa there is no observable trend between the
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Figure 6 – A) Dilatancy coefficient, as determined by best fit slopes in Figure 5 for F50,
F70, F110, the F110/M40 mixture plotted as a function of the experimental normal stress.
At 10 MPa and below a clear organization is visible, with the coarsest materials
exhibiting the largest dilatancy coefficient, above 10 MPa no such trend is clearly
observable. B) Dilatancy coefficient, ε, plotted as a function of the post-shear median
grain-size. Below ~100 µm a clear relationship between increasing grain-size and normal
stress exists. The color of the data points indicates the normal stress at which the
experiment was conducted, and the shape denotes the starting material.
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pre-experiment grain-size and dilation with a minimum ε of 1.1x10-4 for F70 and a
maximum of 1.4x10-4 for the F110/M40 mixture.
We analyzed the grain-size distribution of all of the quartz sands at the conclusion
of each experiment, and plotted ε versus the post-experiment median grain-size (Figure
6B). Where the post-experiment d50 is greater than ~100 µm there is a clear trend of
increasing ε as the median grain-size increases, where d50 < 100 µm any relationship
between dilatancy and median-grain size is no longer clear. Close inspection of the data
in Figure 6B shows that there may be a bias in the data due to a possible influence of
normal stress on dilatancy. For all materials, particularly the coarsest grained (F50, F70),

ε is consistently higher for experiments conducted at 5 MPa than those conducted at 30
MPa. Though we believe, based upon experiments on natural materials discussed below,
that there is likely some small negative correlation between normal stress and ε, in this
case we believe that the reduction in ε with increasing normal stress is actually a result of
comminution of the quartz grains within the gouge layer. A full examination of the postexperiment grain-size analysis shows the extent to which grain breakage plays a
significant role in the dilatant behavior in these experiments (Figure 7). In Figure 7 we
show the original grain-size distribution for all for of the experimented material along
with the post-experiment grain-size distribution for all normal stresses from 5 to 30 MPa.
It is clear that all of the pure foundry sands (F50, F70, and F110) undergo significant
comminution, even at 5 MPa, and also that grain breakage increases with increasing
normal stress. For F50 we see that the median grain-size, which is initially 338 µm, is
reduced to 304 µm as a result of shearing at 5 MPa and 27 µm at 30 MPa (Figure 7A).
F70 undergoes similar reduction in d50 as a result of shear, decreasing from 205 µm to
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Figure 7 – Post experiment grain-size analysis conducted by laser obscuration using a
Malvern Mastersizer at the Penn State Materials Research Institute. Plotted as volume
percent of any given grain-size in order to accentuate grain comminution. A) F50 B) F70
C) F110 D) 80% F110 – 20% Min-U-Sil 40
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182 mm at 5 MPa and 30 µm at 30 MPa (Figure 7B). F110 is reduced from an initial
median grain-size 128 µm to 121 µm at 5 MPa and 43 µm at 30 MPa (Figure 7C). Visual
inspection of the grain-size distributions of the F110/M40 mixture appear to show little
change from the original material as the result of shearing, yet we still see a reduction in
d50 from 96 µm originally to 27 µm after shearing at 30 MPa (Figure 7D). We believe
that it is far more likely that the strong normal stress dependence observed in Figure 6 is
a result more of the decreasing grain-size of the gouge layer at elevated normal stress
than a true alteration of the dilatancy coefficient as a function of increasing normal stress.
Most of the foundry sands exhibit significant velocity weakening behavior, (a-

b)<0, to determine if there was a relationship between the velocity dependence of friction
and fault zone dilatancy we plotted the friction rate parameter (a-b) as a function of ε
(Figure 8). In this case, rather than using the dilatancy coefficient as presented in Figure
5 we have chosen to calculate a value of ε for each individual velocity step, and plot that
value against a similarly calculated (a-b). Therefore the axes of this plot are,

ε=

∆H / H
,
ln ( v / v0 )

(6)

and

(a − b) =

∆µ SS
,
ln ( v / v0 )

(6)

where ∆µSS is the steady state difference between the coefficient of friction at sliding
velocity v, and that at sliding velocity v0. Figure 8 gives some sense of the scatter in the
data presented in Figure 5, and nicely illustrates our interpretation of the lack of a strong
relationship between applied normal stress and ε. For F50 and F70 (Figure 8A and 8B)
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Figure 8 – Friction rate parameter (a-b) plotted as a function of dilatancy coefficient (ε)
for quartz sands A) F50 (d50=338 µm) B) F70 (d50=205 µm) C) F110 (d50=128 µm) D)
80% F110 – 20% Min-U-Sil 40 (d50=96 µm)
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the data indicate that there may be a weak correlation between increasing ε, and an
increasing degree of velocity weakening, suggesting that perhaps as the dilatancy
coefficient increases the increased porosity resulting from an increase in sliding velocity
results in a frictionally weaker material. The lack of any such observable trend in F110
and the F110/M40 mixture suggests, however, that any correlation between ε and (a-b) is
likely very weak in these quartz sands.

3.3.2 Material Composition Dependent Variability of Dilation
In order to investigate the possibility of a relationship between the composition of
a fault zone and ε, we conducted velocity stepping experiments on five different natural
materials, two common rocks, Westerly Granite and illite shale, and three samples
recovered near faults, an ODP claystone from site 1173-71x near the Nankai Trough, and
two cutting samples from the SAFOD Phase III drilling mapped as part of the Great
Valley Sequence.
We plot ∆H/H as a function of ln(v/v0) and plot a best fit line in order to obtain an
approximation of the dilatancy coefficient, ε (Figure 9). As with the foundry sands
(Figure 5) we see that the calculated values of ε are of the same order as the studies of

Marone et al. [1990] and Samuelson et al. [2009]. Westerly Granite exhibits ε ranging
from 1.2x10-4 at 30 MPa to 2.2x10-4 at 10 MPa, with enough scatter in the data to make
determination of a strong correlation between ε and normal stress difficult (Figure 9A).
The illite shale shows over all slightly lower dilatancy coefficient than Westerly Granite,

ε varying from 1.0x10-4 at 20 MPa to 1.4x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 9B). Given that the
median grain-size is for Westerly granite is 73 µm as compared to 4 µm for the illite
shale, it is not surprising to see reduced dilatancy. The material from ODP Site 1173-71x
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Figure 9 - Approximate change in porosity (∆H/H) plotted as a function of the log
velocity increase from 3 to 10, 30, 100, and 300 µm/s. The slope of the best fit lines
defines the dilatancy coefficient, ε. A) Westerly Granite (d50=73 µm) B) illite shale
(d50=4 µm) C) ODP Site 1173-71x (d50=2 µm) D) SAFOD sample from hole-G (d50=11
µm) E) SAFOD Interlab Comparison sample from hole-E (d50=40 µm). Note that the yaxis of D) is twice that of all other examples due to very high dilation.
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is the finest grained material (d50=2 µm), we tested, and it likewise exhibited the lowest
dilatancy, with ε varying from 9.9x10-5 at 20 MPa to 1.4x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 9C). The
SAFOD material, recovered from hole-G at 10,458’ measured depth and thus near the
fault at 10,480’, shows by far the most dilation of any material we analyzed, ε varying
from 2.4x10-4 at 20 MPa to 5.5x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 9D).

Though all of these

experiments were conducted at room humidity of less than 60%, it is important to note
that the SAFOD material was crushed in a much more humid environment immediately
prior to testing and that it packed into a very cohesive layer in the leveling jig despite its
relatively modest clay content (~5%). These qualitative assessments suggest that it is
possible that water content in the experimental sample due to high humidity, or perhaps a
sort of ideal clay content contribute strongly to the high dilatancy coefficient of this
sample. The SAFOD I.C. sample, recovered from between 10,366’ and 10,430’ in holeE, also showed high amounts of dilation compared to the other natural samples, with ε
varying from 1.7x10-4 at 30 MPa to 2.8x10-4 at 5 MPa (Figure 9E). Though still high, the
dilatancy of the SAFOD I.C. samples are smaller than for the SAFOD samples which
were conducted at a qualitatively higher humidity and also have lower clay content.
In this suite of experiments it is the clay-rich illite shale, and ODP 1173-71x
samples that show the lowest magnitude of dilatancy, in fact the lowest dilatancy of any
of the materials we tested, and the quartz-rich SAFOD and SAFOD I.C. samples that
display the highest amount of dilation. The Westerly granite sample, which has the
largest median grain-size of these materials shows medium amounts of dilation. Based
on median grain-size alone all of these materials would be expected to display lower
dilation than the quartz sands, and yet only the illite shale and ODP 1173-71x show lower
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values of ε. It is possible that the fairly mono-disperse foundry sands F50, F70, and F110
have suppressed values of ε because of a lack of smaller grains filling the space between
the large grains, as in the Westerly granite, SAFOD, and SAFOD I.C. samples, however
the F110/M40 mixture which does have small grains shows the lowest value of ε for the
quartz sands. Therefore since ε is not low for the foundry sands because of a lack of
fines, and ε is not large for the Westerly granite, SAFOD, and SAFOD I.C. samples
because of a large median grain-size, we must conclude that a complex interplay between
the quartz, plagioclase, and clay mineralogy of a fault zone may play a significant role in
determining the magnitude of dilatancy in response to increased sliding velocity.
As with the foundry sands these natural materials show a general decrease in ε as
normal stress increases (Figure 10), scatter in the data presented in Figure 9 make it
difficult to conclude that increased normal stress suppresses dilatancy, but that every
material exhibits the same general behavior implies that the effect may be real. All of the
materials tested here have a lower median grain-size than even the F110/M40 mixture,
which exhibited relatively small amounts of comminution, suggesting that these samples
undergo similarly low levels of comminution. Unfortunately significant caking of these
materials led to an inability to conduct post experiment grain-size analyses, however it is
difficult to imagine that these materials underwent sufficiently large amounts of
comminution so as to suppress dilatancy in a similar mechanism to that implied for the
foundry sands. We therefore suggest that our results do in fact show a weak reduction in

ε with increasing normal stress.
These materials show strong variability in the friction rate parameter (a-b),
varying from the massively velocity strengthening SAFOD sample, to the SAFOD I.C.
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Figure 10 - Dilatancy coefficient, as determined by best fit slopes in Figure 9 for
Westerly Granite, illite shale, ODP Site 1173-71x, SAFOD, and SAFOD I.C. plotted as a
function of the experimental normal stress. Weak negative correlation between e, and
normal stress is believed to be real owing to lack of significant comminution in these
materials due to their low initial median grain-size (<73 µm).
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and Westerly granite samples which are consistently velocity weakening (Figure 11).
Only the SAFOD sample shows any observable trend between ε and (a-b), a similar trend
to that visible in the data for F50 and F70, suggesting that perhaps significant dilatancy
leads to reduced (a-b). The SAFOD I.C. sample, which also shows strong dilatancy, does
not exhibit any obvious trend between ε and (a-b) however, again suggesting at best a
weak correlation.

3.4 DISCUSSIO
Our data indicate a considerable correlation between the median grain-size of a
fault zone and the dilatancy coefficient, ε at normal stresses of 10 MPa and below for
quartz fault gouges. Intuitively this makes sense because at low normal stress, where
shearing is dominated by grain rearrangement rather than grain fracture, a large grain has
farther to move around another large grain than a small grain does around another small
grain. However this intuition ignores the self-similar nature of two gouge layers of equal
thickness constructed of different sized grains. In Figure 12A we see two layers of equal
thickness in closest packing. The left layer is constructed of 4 identical layers of large
grains, while the layer on the right is constructed of 6 identical layers of smaller grains,
indicating that the diameter of the grains on the right is 2/3 that of the grains on the left.
If both of these layers are sheared into a square packing arrangement (Figure 12B) we see
that the layers dilate to again the same thickness. This is because though the grains in the
right-hand layer are 2/3 the size of the grains on the left, there are 3/2’s as many unique
layers that undergo dilation. Marone and Kilgore [1993] use magnitude of dilation as a
proxy for thickness of a localized shear band, a conclusion we use to speculate that the
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Figure 11 - Friction rate parameter (a-b) plotted as a function of dilatancy coefficient (ε)
for natural materials A) Westerly Granite (d50=73 µm). Friction data at 30 MPa was
unusable. B) illite shale (d50=4 µm) C) ODP Site 1173-71x (d50=2 µm) D) SAFOD
sample from hole-G (d50=11 µm) E) SAFOD Interlab Comparison sample from hole-E
(d50=40 µm)
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Figure 12 – A) Two layers of equal thickness constructed, on the left, of 4 grain-layers of
large grains, and on the right, of 6 grain-layers of smaller grains, in closest packing. The
height of any individual grain-layer in this arrangement can be described as
H=2R*cos(30°) on the left, and h=2r*cos(30°) on the right, where the grain radius is R
on the left, and r on the right. Total layer thickness is therefore 4H on the left, and 6h on
the right. B) The same layers sheared into square-packing. Total thickness is 8R on the
left and 12r on the right. Total layer dilation is identical in both layers, i.e. 4(2RH)=6(2r-h). C) Shear in both the left and right-hand cases has been localized across two
discrete grain-layers rather than evenly across the entire layer. Total thickness on the left
is 2H+4R, and on the right 4h+4r. Dilation is no longer equal between the two layers,
therefore grain-size dependent dilation can be explained by some degree of shear
localization.
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observed trend of increasing ε with increasing grain-size at 10 MPa and below is the
result of shear localization across a discrete number grain layers. This supposition is
demonstrated in Figure 12C shear is localized across 2 discrete grain layers rather than
evenly across the entire thickness of the layer. Because the diameter of the grains on the
right is 2/3 of that on the left, the dilation of the right-hand layer is 2/3 that of the lefthand layer.

Though we believe that this shear localization analogy works well in

qualitatively explaining the reason for the observed trend between grain-size and ε, it in
no way is a quantitatively accurate description. The dilation expected from shearing an
individual grain-layer from closest packing to square as shown in Figure 12 can be
described by the equation

∆H = 2 R − 2 R cos(30 ) ,

(7)

where R is the radius of the grains. In the case of F50 (d50=338 µm) this would result in
dilation of 45 µm, which is over 6 times the maximum dilation we measured.

Engelder [1973] showed that a sample of Tennessee Sandstone sheared at 50 MPa
will undergo cataclastic gouge formation resulting in a reduction in the median grain-size
from 180 µm in the undeformed sample and asymptotically approaching ~20 µm after
0.64 cm of displacement. Decreasing grain-size is also observed in natural rock samples
with increasing proximity to faults in the Mesa Rica and Aztec Sandstones, also
approaching a median grain-size of ~20 µm. Perhaps coincidentally our own analyses of
the post-experiment grain-size distribution (Figure 7) show the median grain-size
converging on values similar to the experimental and natural samples examined by

Engelder [1973]. If we consider that the median grain-size of fault zones decreases from
that of the undeformed host rock with increasing shear displacement, and that the
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dilatancy coefficient, ε, decreases with decreasing grain-size, it is reasonable to believe
that immature faults with relatively coarse grained zones of localized shear would be
subject to high dilatancy. Therefore, if sufficiently impermeable, immature fault zones
would experience significant dilatancy hardening, leading to stable slip, it is more likely
however, owing to their relatively coarse grain size, that immature faults are highly
permeable and therefore not subject to such dilatancy hardening.
Our experiments show significant variation in dilatancy based on the mineral
composition of gouge layers. Clay rich samples from an illite shale and from ODP Site
1173-71x both had low values for ε, showing a maximum of 1.4x10-4 and a minimum of
9.9x10-5, the lowest value recorded in any of our experiments. It must be noted that the
illite shale and ODP material were the finest grained materials we tested, and it is
therefore possible that the low values of ε reported may be a result of small grain-size.
Westerly Granite and the two SAFOD samples all exhibited higher magnitudes of
dilation than the very clay-rich samples, particularly so with the two SAFOD samples.
The dilatancy coefficient or Westerly Granite varied from 1.2x10-4 to 2.2x10-4, while the
SAFOD materials varied from 1.7x10-4 at the lowest to a high of 5.5x10-4. The wide
grain-size distribution of the Westerly Granite and SAFOD samples could possibly be
used to explain their strong dilatancy, but the F110/M40 mixture has a similar grain-size
distribution and yet has relatively low dilatancy, a maximum of ε=1.4x10-4. The main
difference between the F110/M40 mixture and the natural samples that exhibit significant
dilation is the presence of other mineral types. The SAFOD and SAFOD I.C. samples
which show the largest dilation of any materials analyzed in this study are unique from
the other samples due to the presence of a relatively modest, but not insignificant amount
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of clay minerals. We believe it is possible that there is an ideal clay content at play
wherein too much clay would lead to behavior similar to the illite shale and ODP 117371x samples, and no clay at all would result in dilatant behavior similar to the F110/M40
mixture. This is perhaps analogous to the construction of adobe blocks, if the clay
content is too high the blocks fail in tension as the clay minerals contract while drying, if
the clay content is too low (< ~15%) the blocks fail due to lack of cohesiveness [Saroza,

et al., 2008]. It is also important to recall that the most dilatant material we measured,
SAFOD, had qualitatively high moisture content and packed very densely during sample
construction. Many studies have shown the significance of healing processes in frictional
behavior [Bos and Spiers, 2000; Bos and Spiers, 2002; Frye and Marone, 2002;

Yasuhara et al., 2005; *iemeijer and Spiers, 2006; *iemeijer et al., 2008], therefore in
addition to an ideal clay content, there may also be an ideal water content that results in
strongly dilatant fault zones due to healing processes.
It is particularly interesting that the most strongly dilatant samples we analyzed
were taken from a portion of the San Andreas Fault that commonly fails in creep rather
than dynamic stick-slip. Talc has been found in the creeping section of the [Moore and

Rymer, 2007], and several studies have argued that talc may be an explanation for both
the arguable weakness of the San Andreas Fault, and also for the creeping behavior of
this section due to its frictional weakness, and velocity strengthening nature [Moore and

Lockner, 2007,2008]. Our data suggests that fault zone dilatancy may also play an
important role in stabilizing slip in the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault.

Marone and Kilgore [1993], using dilation as a proxy for localized shear zone
thickness, found that as layer thickness increased there was a subtle increase in (a-b).
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Additionally many studies have found a link between increasing normal stress and
decreases in the friction rate parameter, (a-b) [Marone et al., 1990; Mair and Marone,
1999; Ikari et al., 2007; Ikari et al., 2009], and our data suggest a weak negative
correlation between normal stress and dilatancy, justifiable at least in the cases where the
material is fine grained enough to result in small amounts of comminution. Combining
these lines of reasoning we would anecdotally expect, if anything, to see a relationship
between dilatancy and the friction rate parameter where as ε increases, (a-b) likewise
increases.

Our data (Figure 8 and Figure 11) show no clear relationship between

dilatancy and the friction rate parameter, and for those cases in which a very subtle trend
can be observed (F50, F70, SAFOD), we see the opposite trend, (a-b) decreasing as ε
increases. We must therefore conclude that any relationship between dilatancy alone and
the velocity dependence of frictional strength is very slight.

3.5 CO CLUSIO S
We conducted double-direct shear tests on a wide range of materials, over a range
of normal stresses, and measured both the frictional and dilational response to increases
in sliding velocity from 3 to 100-fold. We find that for high-purity quartz sand there is a
strong relationship between median grain-size and the dilatancy coefficient, ε, at normal
stresses of 10 MPa and below. Above 10 MPa comminution of the grains is sufficient to
render the grain-size differences between the analyzed materials insignificant, resulting in
very similar values of ε for all of F50, F70, F110, and the F110/M40 mixture. All of the
quartz sands exhibit reduction in grain-size as a result of shear at increasing normal
stress, this is likely to be the source of the negative correlation observed between ε and
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normal stress for these materials, as they are functionally finer grained as normal stress
increases.
We find significant variations in dilatancy based upon the mineral content of our
gouge layers.

Samples SAFOD and SAFOD I.C. exhibit large values of ε, with a

mineralogy of largely quartz and plagioclase with a modest amount of clay (< 15%).
Illite shale, and a sample from ODP Site 1173-71x were very clay rich (> 60%) and
exhibited the lowest values for ε of the materials we analyzed, perhaps owing to their
extremely small grain-size. Westerly Granite produced values for ε that were between
those of the SAFOD and the clay-rich samples. We believe that there may be an ideal
modest clay content, and perhaps moisture content, in gouge layers that can result in
significant dilation. We observe a weak negative correlation between ε and normal stress
in these experiments. Due to the unlikelihood of significant comminution in such already
fine grained material, and due to the ubiquity of the observation in all of the materials, we
believe that the correlation is real.
We compared the friction rate parameter, (a-b), and the dilatancy coefficient, ε,
for all of the analyzed materials and find only a very weak correlation between the two
parameters, with (a-b) decreasing with increasing ε. This is contrary to an anecdotal line
of reasoning from previously published works; suggesting that, if real, the correlation is
very weak.
Our results suggest that immature fault zones, with large median grain-size, or
large grained faults at low normal stress are likely to undergo significant dilation in
response to the increases in slip speed associated with earthquake nucleation. If these
faults are sufficiently impermeable it is possible that they will exhibit significant
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dilatancy hardening, leading to the stagnation of unstable stick-slip sliding. We also find
that cuttings from Phase III of the SAFOD drilling project exhibit large dilatancy, the
largest measured in these experiments, perhaps adding another source for the creeping
behavior of that section of the San Andreas Fault.
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CO CLUSIO S A D SUGGESTIO S FOR FUTURE WORK

The research undertaken herein was designed to provide a fuller understanding of
the variability of the dilatancy coefficient ε, as a function of, grain-size, gouge material
composition, and normal stress, and also to develop an appreciation for how these
variations in dilatancy can effectively alter the evolution of shear strength on a fault zone
that is subjected to increased sliding velocity.
To test the variability of ε as a function of grain-size we conducted a series of
velocity stepping tests on pure quartz sands ranging in median grain-size from 338 µm
down to 96 µm. We found that at normal stresses of 10 MPa and below grain-size played
a significant role in dilatancy with ε increasing nearly linearly with grain-size from
1.1x10-4 where post-experiment d50 is 60 µm to 2.7x10-4 where post-experiment median
grain-size is 304 µm. Above 10 MPa normal stress there is no evident relationship
between grain-size and ε, likely owing to extensive comminution of the large grains at
high normal stress leading to little functional grain-size variation between the materials
tested. The importance of this result is to indicate that relatively coarse-grained, perhaps
immature, fault zones may be subject to significant dilatancy hardening leading to a
reduced likelihood of unstable stick-slip sliding.
We show that ε can vary significantly based upon the composition of the shear
zone. We measured ε for powdered Westerly Granite, illite shale, ODP core from Site
1173-71x near the Nankai Trough, and two samples of cuttings from the SAFOD PhaseIII drilling taken near the 10,480’ fault zone. The clay-rich illite shale and ODP-Site
1173-71x materials showed the lowest dilatancy coefficient of any of the materials we
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measured, varying from 9.9x10-5 to 1.4x10-4 over the tested normal stress range, these
relatively small values of ε may be a result of the vary small median grain-size of these
materials 4 µm and 2 µm respectively. Westerly Granite exhibited an intermediate value
for ε, varying from 1.2x10-4 at 30 MPa to 2.2x10-4 at 10 MPa. The two materials taken
from the SAFOD drill hole exhibited the largest dilation of any of the materials we
measured at all normal stresses, varying from 1.7x10-4 to 5.5x10-4. Because the SAFOD
materials dilate significantly more than quartz sand with approximately the same initial
median grain-size we speculate that the relatively modest, though non-zero (~5-15%)
clay content of the SAFOD samples, along with a qualitatively high moisture content, led
to the large amounts of dilation measured in these samples. It is intriguing that the
SAFOD samples were taken from a section of the San Andreas Fault that is notorious for
its tendency to slide stably rather than in the unstable stick-slips indicative of
earthquakes.

The importance of these findings lies in the potential for geographic

variability of the dilatancy coefficient to result in some regions being more likely to slide
stably than others.
We found ε to have no strong correlation with effective normal stress in the
experimented range from 0.8 to 30 MPa. Saturated experiments on F110 quartz sand
(d50=128 µm) exhibited no clear correlation at all between ε and σ’, with a maximum
value of 3x10-4 at 10 MPa and a minimum of 4.7x10-5 at 0.8 MPa. A strong correlation
between σ and ε in the coarser grained quartz sands F50 (d50=338 µm) and F70
(d50=205 µm) was revealed to be more a function of comminution leading to decreased
grain-size at high normal stresses, than a genuine dependence of dilatancy on normal
stress. Nearly all of the natural fault gouge materials tested to determine the dependency
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of ε on gouge composition exhibited slight reductions in ε at elevated normal stresses.
Scatter in the dilation data makes a definitive interpretation of this negative correlation
between ε and σ speculative at best, however the ubiquity of the observation suggests
that a weak negative correlation may exist. It has been speculated that such a negative, or
at least neutral, correlation between σ and ε may be important in the nucleation of socalled “slow earthquakes” [Segall and Rubin, 2007].
We have shown that increases in dilatancy coefficient (ε) and slip speed (vlp), and
decreases in fault zone permeability (k) can lead to significant effective increases in the
constitutive parameters A and DC. For shear zones with low permeability (10-19-10-21
m2), even small increases in slip speed (10 to 30 µm/s) can result in effective increases in

A and DC of several orders of magnitude when using experimentally determined values
for ε (~5x10-4). Such large increases lead to a reduction of the Critical Stiffness (Kcr) so
significant that it becomes exceedingly difficult to nucleate earthquakes on a fault zone
subject to considerable dilatancy hardening, necessitating that other processes be invoked
to reduce shear strength rapidly enough to allow earthquakes to nucleate, such as thermal
pressurization of pore fluid, enhanced along strike permeability, or transience of the slip
surface away from the dilatantly hardened area.
The future is bright for this area of research. Experimentally these are among the
first analyses of their kind, designed specifically to measure the magnitude of dilatancy
and its variability with normal stress, grain-size, and material composition. The area of
determining the dependency of ε on gouge layer composition is particularly ripe, as the
tests conducted herein asked more questions than they were able to quantitatively answer.
An analysis similar to that of Ikari et al. [2007] in which clay and water content of the
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gouge layer were systematically varied, yet designed specifically to monitor dilatancy,
would be particularly valuable in determining if our qualitative observation that modest
clay content and high humidity may have led to the high values of ε measured for our
samples taken from the SAFOD drill hole. Likewise an analysis on a gouge material
stronger than quartz, and therefore less subject to comminution, would help us to
understand if the correlation between grain-size and ε continues at higher normal stresses.
Also of interest would be an attempt to actually measure dilatancy hardening in a
simulated fault zone. Presumably if a gouge layer is sufficiently impermeable there
would be a delay between the creation of pore space upon an increase in slip speed, and
fluid infilling the newly created pore volume. The duration of such a delay, and the
increase in shear strength as compared to a drained fault zone, could then be used to
make an estimate of the magnitude of the pore fluid decompression.
Interesting future work is also available in the numerical realm, in applying our
new formulation for a dilatant rate and state fault zone to earthquake nucleation models in
conjunction with shear heating, along strike permeability enhancement, and slip surface
transience. A great deal of research has recently been done in this area, but as our models
predict a more significant potential for dilatancy hardening than do these other works, it
is of significant interest to learn what influence our model would have on earthquake
nucleation, particularly in understanding the role dilatancy may play in the generation of
slow earthquakes.
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Appendix A - umerical Codes
% Drained(averaged) Dilatant Rate and State Friction: Runge-Kutta Solution
% Ruina style evolution
% Begun March 3, 2009
% Written by Jon Samuelson
%
clear,clc
%
% Define known quantities
%
mu0=0.6;
%initial friction
default: 0.6
phi0=0.15;
%initial porosity
default: 0.15
v0=10;
%initial sliding velocity [um/s]
default: 10
vlp=30;
%load-point velocity [um/s]
default: 30
%critical slip distance [um]
default: 25
Dc=25;
theta0=Dc/v0; %initial state value [s]
a=0.001;
%direct effect
default: 0.001
b=0.0015;
%evolution effect
default: 0.0015
Ks=0.1;
%Stiffness of load-frame [MPa/um]
default: 0.1
Kw=2200;
%Modulus of water [MPa]
default:2200
drained: 0
sigma=250;
%Applied normal stress [MPa]
default: 250
~10 km depth
%Initial pore pressure [MPa]
default: 100
~10 km depth
P0=100;
epsilon=5e-4; %Dilatancy coefficient
default: 5e-4
visc=0.89e-9; %Viscosity of water [MPa*s]
default: 0.89e-9
k=1e-19;
%Permeability of layer [m^2]
default: 1e-19 undrained: 1e-100
L=3000e-6;
%Thickness of sheared layer [m]
default: 3000e-6
%
%
% Set up time constraints of model
%
timespan=30;
%Duration of "experiment" [s]
default: 30
%Number of time steps
default: 10000
n=10000;
h=timespan/n;
%Size of time steps [s]
%
%
% Define solution matrices and setup initial values
%
theta=zeros(1,n+1)';
%state variable
mu=zeros(1,n+1)';
%friction
%porosity
phi=zeros(1,n+1)';
P=zeros(1,n+1)';
%pore pressure
u=zeros(1,n+1)';
%displacement
time=zeros(1,n+1)';
%I refuse to tell you
Vel=zeros(1,n+1)';
%slider velocity
%
theta(1)=theta0;
mu(1)=mu0;
phi(1)=phi0;
P(1)=P0;
Vel(1)=v0;
u(1)=0;
%I know this is a bit redundant
time(1)=0;
%but for consistency I put them in
%
%
% Define shorthand cheats to "simplify" Runge-Kutta solution
% by all means, think of some more
%
th0=v0/Dc;
h2=h/2;
A=1/a;
%
%
% Runge-Kutta solution of undrained dilatant RSF laws. Done as 5 coupled
% differential equations. In the following order...
%
% kX=[dtheta_dt;...
%
dmu_dt;...
%
dphi_dt;...
%
dP_dt;...
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%
du_dt];
%
for f=1:n
ez1=exp(A*((mu(f)-mu0)-b*log(th0*theta(f))));
eff1=sigma-P(f);
DP1=P(f)-P0;
k1=[(-th0*theta(f))*ez1*log((th0*theta(f))*ez1);...
(Ks/eff1)*(vlp-v0*ez1)+(mu(f)/eff1)*((Kw/phi(f))*(epsilon/theta(f))*ez1*log((th0*theta(f))*ez1)-((Kw*k)/(phi(f)*(L^2)*visc))*(DP1));...
(-epsilon/theta(f))*(-th0*theta(f))*ez1*log((th0*theta(f))*ez1);...
(-Kw/phi(f))*(-epsilon/theta(f))*((-th0*theta(f))*ez1*log((th0*theta(f))*ez1))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP1);...
v0*ez1];
ez2=exp(A*(((mu(f)+h2*k1(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))));
eff2=sigma-(P(f)+h2*k1(4));
DP2=(P(f)+h2*k1(4))-P0;
k2=[(-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2);...
(Ks/eff2)*(vlp-v0*ez2)+((mu(f)+h2*k1(2))/eff2)*((Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k1(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2)((Kw*k)/((phi(f)+h2*k1(3))*(L^2)*visc))*(DP2));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k1(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*ez2))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*(phi(f)+h2*k1(3)))*DP2);...
v0*ez2];
ez3=exp(A*(((mu(f)+h2*k2(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))));
eff3=sigma-(P(f)+h2*k2(4));
DP3=(P(f)+h2*k2(4))-P0;
k3=[(-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3);...
(Ks/eff3)*(vlp-v0*ez3)+((mu(f)+h2*k2(2))/eff3)*((Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k2(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3)((Kw*k)/((phi(f)+h2*k2(3))*(L^2)*visc))*(DP3));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k2(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3*log((th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*ez3))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*(phi(f)+h2*k2(3)))*DP3);...
v0*ez3];
ez4=exp(A*(((mu(f)+h*k3(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))));
eff4=sigma-(P(f)+h*k3(4));
DP4=(P(f)+h*k3(4))-P0;
k4=[(-th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4*log((th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4);...
(Ks/eff4)*(vlp-v0*ez4)+((mu(f)+h*k3(2))/eff4)*((Kw/(phi(f)+h*k3(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4*log((th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4)((Kw*k)/((phi(f)+h*k3(3))*(L^2)*visc))*(DP4));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*(th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4*log((th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h*k3(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*((th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4*log((th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*ez4))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*(phi(f)+h*k3(3)))*DP4);...
v0*ez4];
theta(f+1)=theta(f)+(h/6)*(k1(1)+2*k2(1)+2*k3(1)+k4(1));
mu(f+1)=mu(f)+(h/6)*(k1(2)+2*k2(2)+2*k3(2)+k4(2));
phi(f+1)=phi(f)+(h/6)*(k1(3)+2*k2(3)+2*k3(3)+k4(3));
P(f+1)=P(f)+(h/6)*(k1(4)+2*k2(4)+2*k3(4)+k4(4));
u(f+1)=u(f)+(h/6)*(k1(5)+2*k2(5)+2*k3(5)+k4(5));
time(f+1)=time(f)+h;
Vel(f+1)=(u(f+1)-u(f))/h;
end
%
%
% Calculate effective stress and shear strength
%
effstr=sigma-P;
shrstr=mu.*effstr;
%
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% Calculate undrained pore pressure drop (this will blow up the model if
% running drained because Kw=0 so be sure to comment it out in that case
%
DPmax=Kw*(-epsilon*log(v0/vlp))/phi0;
%
% Calculate non-dimensional parameters
%
P_d=(P-P0)/DPmax;
tau_d=shrstr/(mu0*(sigma-P0));
D_d=u/Dc;
%
% Calculate phase plane axes
%
T_ph=(shrstr-(mu0*(sigma-P0)))/(a*(sigma-P0));
vel_ph=log(Vel/v0);
%
% Plot data
figure(1)
hold on, plot(time,u,'k'),xlabel('time (sec.)'),ylabel('displacement
(microns)'),title(['\sigma_N=',num2str(sigma),' P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),'
K_s=',num2str(Ks)])
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1),hold on,plot(u,phi,'k'),xlabel('displacement
(micron)'),ylabel('porosity'),title(['\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon),'
P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),' v_0=',num2str(v0),' v_{lp}=',num2str(vlp)])
subplot(2,1,2),hold on,plot(u,P,'k'),xlabel('displacement (micron)'),ylabel('pore
pressure (MPa)')
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1),hold on,plot(u,mu,'k'),xlabel('displacement
(micron)'),ylabel('friction'),title(['v_0=',num2str(v0),' v_{lp}=',num2str(vlp),'
a=',num2str(a),' b=',num2str(b),' D_c=',num2str(Dc)])
subplot(2,1,2),hold on,plot(u,shrstr,'k'), xlabel('displacement (micron)'),ylabel('shear
strength (MPa)')
figure(4)
hold on, plot(vel_ph,T_ph,'k'),xlabel('ln(v/v0)'),ylabel('(TT0)/A'),title(['\sigma_N=',num2str(sigma),' P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),' k=',num2str(k),'
\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon),' V_{lp}=',num2str(vlp)])
figure(5)
hold on, plot(D_d,P_d,'k'),xlabel('dimensionless displacement'),ylabel('Dimensionless
Pressure'),title(['\DeltaP_max=',num2str(DPmax),' k=',num2str(k),'
\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon)])
%
%
% Remove unnecessary variables
%
% save name.txt all -ascii
all=[time,u,Vel,theta,phi,P,effstr,mu,shrstr,T_ph,vel_ph,D_d,P_d,tau_d];
clear k1 k2 k3 k4 a b theta0 P0 Ks Kw timespan n h h2 th0 A f ez1 ez2 ez3 ez4 DP1 DP2 DP3
DP4 LL eff1 eff2 eff3 eff4
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% Drained(averaged) Dilatant Rate and State Friction: Runge-Kutta Solution
% Dieterich style state evolution
% Begun October 1, 2008
% Written by Jon Samuelson
%
clear,clc
%
% Define known quantities
%
mu0=0.6;
%initial friction
default: 0.6
phi0=0.15;
%initial porosity
default: 0.15
v0=10;
%initial sliding velocity [um/s]
default: 10
vlp=30;
%load-point velocity [um/s]
default: 30
Dc=25;
%critical slip distance [um]
default: 25
theta0=Dc/v0; %initial state value [s]
%direct effect
default: 0.001
a=0.001;
b=0.0015;
%evolution effect
default: 0.0015
Ks=0.1;
%Stiffness of load-frame [MPa/micron]
default: 0.1
Kw=2200;
%Modulus of water [MPa]
default: 2200
drained: 0
sigma=250;
%Applied normal stress [MPa]
default: 250
~10 km depth
P0=100;
%Initil pore pressure [MPa]
default: 100
~10 km depth
epsilon=3e-5; %Dilatancy coefficient
default: 5e-4
visc=0.89e-9; %Viscosity of water [MPa*s]
default: 0.89e-9
%Permeability of layer [m^2]
default: 1e-19undrained: 1e-100
k=1e-19;
%Thickness of sheared layer [m]
default: 3000e-6
L=3000e-6;
%L=LL/2;
%Layer half-thickness [m]
%
%
% Set up time constraints of model
%
timespan=75;
%Duration of "experiment" [s] use 30 as default
n=75000;
%Number of time steps
use 10000 as default
h=timespan/n;
%size of time step [s]
%
%
% Define solution matrices and setup initial values
%
theta=zeros(1,n+1)';
%state variable
mu=zeros(1,n+1)';
%friction
phi=zeros(1,n+1)';
%porosity
%pore pressure
P=zeros(1,n+1)';
u=zeros(1,n+1)';
%displacement
time=zeros(1,n+1)';
%I refuse to tell you
Vel=zeros(1,n+1)';
%slider velocity
%
theta(1)=theta0;
mu(1)=mu0;
phi(1)=phi0;
P(1)=P0;
Vel(1)=v0;
%I know this is a bit redundant
u(1)=0;
time(1)=0;
%but for consistency I put them in
%
%
% Define short hand cheats to "simplify" Runge-Kutta solution
% by all means I'd like to think of some more
%
th0=v0/Dc;
h2=h/2;
A=1/a;
%
%
% Runge-Kutta solution of undrained dilatant RSF laws. Done as 5 coupled
% differential equations. In the following order...
%
% kX=[dtheta_dt;...
%
dmu_dt;...
%
dphi_dt;...
%
dP_dt;...
%
du_dt];
%
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for f=1:n
ez1=exp(A*((mu(f)-mu0)-b*log(th0*theta(f))));
eff1=sigma-P(f);
DP1=P(f)-P0;
k1=[1-th0*theta(f)*ez1;...
(Ks/eff1)*(vlp-v0*ez1)+(mu(f)/eff1)*((-Kw/phi(f))*(-epsilon/theta(f))*(1th0*theta(f)*ez1)+(-Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP1));...
(-epsilon/theta(f))*(1-th0*theta(f)*ez1);...
(-Kw/phi(f))*(-epsilon/theta(f))*(1-th0*theta(f)*ez1)+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP1);...
v0*ez1];
ez2=exp(A*((((mu(f)+h2*k1(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1))))));
eff2=sigma-(P(f)+h2*k1(4));
DP2=((P(f)+h2*k1(4))-P0);
k2=[1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1))*ez2;...
(Ks/eff2)*(vlp-v0*ez2)+((mu(f)+h2*k1(2))/eff2)*(((-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k1(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1))*ez2))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP2));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1))*ez2);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k1(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k1(1)))*(1th0*(theta(f)+h2*k1(1))*ez2)+(-Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP2);...
v0*ez2];
ez3=exp(A*((((mu(f)+h2*k2(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1))))));
eff3=sigma-(P(f)+h2*k2(4));
DP3=((P(f)+h2*k2(4))-P0);
k3=[1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1))*ez3;...
(Ks/eff3)*(vlp-v0*ez3)+((mu(f)+h2*k2(2))/eff3)*(((-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k2(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1))*ez3))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP3));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1))*ez3);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h2*k2(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h2*k2(1)))*(1th0*(theta(f)+h2*k2(1))*ez3)+(-Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP3);...
v0*ez3];
ez4=exp(A*((((mu(f)+h*k3(2))-mu0)-b*log(th0*(theta(f)+h2*k3(1))))));
eff4=sigma-(P(f)+h*k3(4));
DP4=((P(f)+h*k3(4))-P0);
k4=[1-th0*(theta(f)+h*k2(1))*ez4;...
(Ks/eff4)*(vlp-v0*ez4)+((mu(f)+h*k3(2))/eff4)*(((-Kw/(phi(f)+h*k3(3)))*(epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1))*ez4))+(Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP4));...
(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*(1-th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1))*ez4);...
(-Kw/(phi(f)+h*k3(3)))*(-epsilon/(theta(f)+h*k3(1)))*(1th0*(theta(f)+h*k3(1))*ez4)+(-Kw*k/(L^2*visc*phi(f))*DP4);...
v0*ez4];
theta(f+1)=theta(f)+(h/6)*(k1(1)+2*k2(1)+2*k3(1)+k4(1));
mu(f+1)=mu(f)+(h/6)*(k1(2)+2*k2(2)+2*k3(2)+k4(2));
phi(f+1)=phi(f)+(h/6)*(k1(3)+2*k2(3)+2*k3(3)+k4(3));
P(f+1)=P(f)+(h/6)*(k1(4)+2*k2(4)+2*k3(4)+k4(4));
u(f+1)=u(f)+(h/6)*(k1(5)+2*k2(5)+2*k3(5)+k4(5));
time(f+1)=time(f)+h;
Vel(f+1)=(u(f+1)-u(f))/h;
end
%
%
% Calculate effective stress and shear strength
%
effstr=sigma-P;
shrstr=mu.*effstr;
%
% Calculate undrained pore pressure drop (this will blow up the model if
% running drained because Kw=0 so be sure to comment it out in that case
%
DPmax=Kw*(-epsilon*log(v0/vlp))/phi0;
%
% Calculate non-dimensional parameters
%
P_d=(P-P0)/DPmax;
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tau_d=shrstr/(mu0*(sigma-P0));
D_d=u/Dc;
%
% Calculate phase plane axes
%
T_ph=(shrstr-(mu0*(sigma-P0)))/(a*(sigma-P0));
vel_ph=log(Vel/v0);
%
%
% Plot data
figure(1)
hold on, plot(time,u,'g'),xlabel('time (sec.)'),ylabel('displacement
(microns)'),title(['\sigma_N=',num2str(sigma),' P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),'
K_s=',num2str(Ks)])
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1),hold on,plot(u,phi,'g'),xlabel('displacement
(micron)'),ylabel('porosity'),title(['\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon),'
P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),' v_0=',num2str(v0),' v_{lp}=',num2str(vlp)])
subplot(2,1,2),hold on,plot(u,P,'g'),xlabel('displacement (micron)'),ylabel('pore
pressure (MPa)')
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1),hold on,plot(u,mu,'g'),xlabel('displacement
(micron)'),ylabel('friction'),title(['v_0=',num2str(v0),' v_{lp}=',num2str(vlp),'
a=',num2str(a),' b=',num2str(b),' D_c=',num2str(Dc)])
subplot(2,1,2),hold on,plot(u,shrstr,'g'), xlabel('displacement (micron)'),ylabel('shear
strength (MPa)')
figure(4)
hold on, plot(vel_ph,T_ph,'g'),xlabel('ln(v/v0)'),ylabel('(TT0)/A'),title(['\sigma_N=',num2str(sigma),' P_{p0}=',num2str(P0),' k=',num2str(k),'
\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon),' V_{lp}=',num2str(vlp)])
figure(5)
hold on, plot(D_d,P_d,'g'),xlabel('dimensionless displacement'),ylabel('Dimensionless
Pressure'),title(['\DeltaP_max=',num2str(DPmax),' k=',num2str(k),'
\epsilon=',num2str(epsilon)])
%
%
% Remove unnecessary variables
%
% save name.txt all -ascii
all=[time,u,Vel,theta,phi,P,effstr,mu,shrstr,T_ph,vel_ph,D_d,P_d,tau_d];
clear k1 k2 k3 k4 a b theta0 P0 Ks Kw timespan n h h2 th0 A f ez1 ez2 ez2 ez3 ez4 DP1 DP2
DP3 DP4 LL eff1 eff2 eff3 eff4
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Appendix B - Flow Rate Limit of Triaxial Pressure Vessel

Early in the experimental analysis of permeability using the triaxial pressure
vessel we recognized that many materials appeared to exhibit nearly identical values of
permeability. Ultimately we determined that the reason for this related to the maximum
rate at which water can be pushed through the system, due to the rate limits of the fluid
pressure intensifiers and fluid friction against the walls of the tubing.

In order to

determine the maximum rate of fluid flow the triaxial pressure vessel is capable of
delivering, we set up pressure differentials between the PPA and PPB fluid pressure
intensifiers in a variety of scenarios, and measured the subsequent flow rate.
Experiments p1409 and p1410 involve fluid flow through jacketed single-frit side block
vessel forcing blocks, without the porous metal frits, using 1/8”-10,000 psi (0.055” I.D.)
and 1/8”-4,000 psi (0.085” I.D.) steel tubes respectively. Experiments p1290 and p1412
were similar, but included Mott 0.5MG and 10MG porous metal frits respectively.
Finally experiment p1310 was a dead-circuit test, flowing directly from the PPA
intensifier to the PPB intensifier, without passing through the vessel forcing blocks or the
porous metal frits. The results of these experiments are plotted on the next page. Also
plotted is the flow rate as a function of pressure differential for permeabilities from 10-1510-12 m2. Flow rates for the various permeabilities are calculated assuming a crosssectional area of 5 cm x 5 cm; a layer thickness of 0.0043 m (combined thickness of
center and side block frits); and fluid viscosity, µ=0.83x10-3 Pa·s. The results of these
tests indicate that the functional permeability limit of the triaxial pressure vessel in its
current form is ~4x10-14 m2.
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Appendix C - Fluid Isolation Jacket Development

Early in the development of the triaxial pressure vessel we designed an injection
molding system in an effort to make fluid pressure isolation jackets in-house. Ultimately
we were unable to develop a technique that provided jackets suitable for large scale, high
pressure experimentation, and chose to have latex jackets produced commercially
through Piercan USA Inc. using a dip-molding process.
We used exclusively platinum and tin cure silicone rubbers, and provide on the
following pages the material data sheets for the rubbers used most frequently in our
attempts to use the injection mold. In all cases the rubbers are mixed in a similar manner
to epoxies, the specific ratios of the mixtures are shown on the provided data sheets. In
choosing a rubber for use in the injection mold there are several important considerations:
hardness, tear strength, mixed viscosity, elongation at break, and pot-life. In general we
want a combination of a hard rubber, with high tear strength, low mixed viscosity, large
elongation at break, and long pot-life. Unfortunately finding a good mixture of these
properties is a difficult trial-and-error process. We desire a hard rubber, with high tear
strength because of the intense pressures that the jacket will be subjected to inside of the
triaxial pressure vessel. These properties of strength, however, generally come with the
expense of high mixed viscosity and low elongation at break. A low mixed-viscosity (<
~20,000 cps) is desirable because of the difficulty of injecting a highly viscous liquid into
the mold, and a high elongation at break is absolutely critical because of the need to
stretch the jacket over the vessel forcing blocks. Pot-life is defined as the length of time,
after mixing, at which the viscosity of the liquid rubber compound has doubled. A longer
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pot-life allows for more time to fully deaerate the liquid rubber, inject the mold, and
attempt to deaerate the injected mold. In particular with the Quantum Silicones Inc.
(QSI) rubbers the pot-life of a particular rubber can be manipulated by using different
catalysts (blue, purple, or red) in order to vary the pot-life and cure time. In practice a
rubber with a pot-life of less than ~20 minutes can be difficult to work with because of
the time necessary to deaerate the liquid rubber, and inject it into the mold, however this
difficulty can be lessened by using a rubber with a low initial mixed viscosity, though this
comes at the price of reduced strength and hardness. The obvious difficulty in making
jackets in-house is finding the right mixture of strength, elongation, and viscosity. We
found the most success with QSI’s QM107 and QM113, and Smooth-On’s Smooth-Sil
910 and 920. We have large volumes of QM113, Smooth-Sil 910, and another SmoothOn product, Ecoflex 00-40, which ultimately proved far too soft to be useful.
Making jackets using the injection mold is a relatively straight-forward, if fairly
labor intensive process. Below is a series of steps, describing the making of a jacket in
some detail.
1) Thoroughly clean all parts of the mold assembly - The injection reservoirs,
tubes, valves, mold, and mandrel must as clean as possible. Any remnants of
old rubber, dirt, or even dust can lead to weak points in the structure of the
jacket, and therefore must be eliminated.
2) Apply demolding lubricant to mold and mandrel, if necessary – In many cases
this step is not necessary. Refer to the material data sheet of the rubber being
used to assist in determining whether a demolding lubricant will be needed.
Unfortunately this can be a bit of a trial-and-error decision.
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3) Assemble the mold – Care must be taken to verify that the injection reservoirs
and mold are clean, that all seals are firmly seated, and all valves are tightly
attached and closed. Attach the injection reservoirs to the bottom of the mold,
and the vacuum pump to the top.
4) Evacuate the mold – Turn on the vacuum pump, and open the vacuum port
valve in order to draw all air out of the mold. Leave the vacuum pump on for
a couple of minutes then close the valve and turn off the pump and remove it
from the mold.
5) Mix the rubber compound – Be sure to mix the two parts thoroughly together
until no streaks are visible in the mixture.

Mix slowly so as to avoid

entraining too much air into the rubber. Once thoroughly mixed, pour the
liquid rubber into the injection reservoirs.
6) Deaerate the liquid rubber – After pouring the rubber into the injection
reservoirs, screw the pistons of the reservoirs into place, just inserting the
piston seal into the reservoir leaving a substantial air pocket over the pool of
rubber. Attach the vacuum pump to the reservoirs, open the piston valves, and
turn on the pump. The rubber will expand as the air is evacuated, take care
not to draw the liquid rubber into the vacuum tubes, turning the pump off
occasionally to allow the liquid to contract. Be very thorough in deaerating
the rubber, but be wary of the pot-life because if the rubber thickens too much
it will be very difficult to inject into the mold. Leaving the valves open on the
injection reservoirs, screw the pistons down until the empty pocket above the
rubber is closed, then close the valves on the pistons.
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7) Inject the rubber into the mold – Open the injection port valves on the mold
while leaving the vacuum port valve closed. The vacuum in the mold will
begin drawing the liquid rubber out of the injection reservoirs. Slowly screw
the injection pistons down, forcing rubber into the mold. Open the vacuum
port valve on the mold, to allow for easier injection. Continue injecting
rubber slowly into the mold until the mandrel is fully coated in rubber. Some
attempt should be made to ensure that there are no air bubbles in the jacket;
the best method we found was to continue injecting rubber until all air bubbles
have passed out the mold, allowing the excess rubber to pool around the
vacuum port valve. Clean up is simple once the rubber has hardened.
8) Wait
9) Extract the jacket – After 4-7 hours for the Smooth-Sil products, or 12-24
hours for the QSI products the rubber will have cured to the point that it is
safe to remove from the mold. Remove the bolts and carefully pry the two
halves of the mold apart, and then extract the mandrel. Cut carefully around
the bell shaped extensions of the jacket and peel the excess off. Carefully
stretch the jacket over the mandrel.
10) Clean up – It is important to clean the mold thoroughly before and after
making a jacket, so that grime does not built up, impairing the ability to make
a strong, defect-free jacket. Note that it is far easier to clean up the wasted
excess rubber after it has cured than to try cleaning it up while still in its liquid
form.
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Appendix D - Experiment List

Provided here a list of the bulk of the experiments conducted for this dissertation,
including the experiment number, experiment type, material composition, gouge layer
thickness, normal stress (σ*), confining pressure (PC), pore pressures (PPA, PPB), and
effective stress (σ’).
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